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Take a deep dive into the creative 
world of art quilting with “Quilting 
Arts TV”!  

We all have the potential for 
creativity, but it’s a muscle that must 
be exercised in order to become 
strong. Join host Susan Brubaker 
Knapp and her guests as they 
explore dozens of techniques that 
work those creative muscles using 
surface design, hand stitching, 
thread painting, image transfer, 
and more. This eBook contains a 
collection of  instructions, tips, 
and techniques to supplement the 
video content presented in Series 2600.  

Thank you especially to our sponsors who help make “Quilting 
Arts TV” possible. We appreciate their continued support. 

And don’t forget: Make time for contemporary quilting every day! 

Best, 

Vivika Hansen DeNegre  
and Kristine Lundblad 

Quilting Arts TV Editorial Team

www.bernina.com

www.reliablecorporation.com

www.quiltweek.com

www.equilter.com

www.ctpub.com

www.dharmatrading.com
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Earamichia 
Brown’s love of fiber 
arts and all things 
craft began as a child. 
She dreamed of 
becoming a fashion 

designer but settled for Plan B: She is an 
attorney by day to support her love of 
fiber. Earamichia is a teacher of knitting, 
sewing, and quilting; a published author; 
and an avid golfer. She serves on a 
number of professional boards and is 
also a board member of the Quilt 
Alliance and SAQA. 
cocktailsandthread.com 

Rachel D.K. Clark is 
a contemporary folk 
artist, quilter, teacher, 
and lecturer who 
comes from a long 
line of sewers, 

beginning with her great-grandmother. 
She has been creating wearable art since 
1973 and teaching on the national 
circuit for 30 years. Eclectic fabric mixes, 
vibrant designs, and a keen sense of 
humor characterize Rachel’s work.  
rdkc.com 

Lorraine Turner is 
an author, teacher, 
motivational speaker, 
and FreeSpirit fabric 
designer who creates 
art to support 

endangered animals worldwide. She 
teaches internationally and is a leader in 
live interactive webinars from her studio 
in Clearwater, Florida. 
calicohorses.com 

Candy Glendening 
is an art quilter who 
works exclusively 
with fabric she dyes 
herself. By day, she 
teaches Biology at 

the University of Redlands in Southern 
California. By night, weekend, and online 
she also teaches quilting and dyeing.  
candiedfabrics.com 

Margarita Korioth 
is a fiber artist and 
quilt instructor living 
in Tennessee. She 
likes to work with a 
combination of 

paper and fabric or fabric alone. Her 
recent work emphasizes surface design 
such as dyeing, stamping, and silk 
screening, with a focus on lettering on 
fabric. 
margascrafts.blogspot.com 

Janelle Girod and 
Kristin Rodriguez 
are a mother/
daughter duo who 
created Fiber on a 
Whim in 2005. 

Janelle and Kristin focus on surface 
design and embellishing techniques to 
create dimension in their artwork  They 
have very different styles when working 
separately but often combine them to 
do collaboration pieces.  
fiberonawhim.com

 Lauretta Crites is a 
former theater 
costume designer 
now an art quilter, 
quilt instructor, 
inspirational speaker, 

and quilt pattern designer. Lauretta’s 
award-winning quilts have been 
displayed at regional and national juried 
shows and in books and magazines. She 
believes that we make the world a 
better place when we are being creative. 
laurettacrites.com 

Susan Brubaker Knapp is a fiber artist, teacher, author, and host of “Quilting 
Arts TV.” She teaches nationally and internationally, and has produced 
numerous patterns, books, and video workshops. Susan primarily uses two 
techniques—wholecloth painting and fused appliqué—and then heavily  
free-motion thread sketches the surface before quilting. She loves 
experimenting with diverse art quilting processes and materials. Susan is  
the founder and co-curator of the “A Better World” exhibition series. 
bluemoonriver.com 

This Season’s Guests Quilting Arts TV
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Jill Kerttula’s fiber 
art combines her 
background in art 
and her lifelong love 
of stitching. A former 
graphic designer and 

art instructor, she is now an award-
winning, full-time fiber artist living in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. She brings layers 
of texture to her photography through 
adding fabrics, fiber, and both hand and 
machine stitching. 
jillkerttula.com 

Ana Sumner has 
throughout her life 
resonated with art 
and fibers. She 
learned to hand 
stitch and quilt in her 

40s after participating in a crazy quilt 
class that brought out within her a 
passion to create landscapes, ocean 
scenes, and gardens. Using mixed-media 
materials, she creates art that express 
what she loves in nature. 
sewuniqueart.com

 Mel Beach is a San 
Jose, California, 
based quilt artist 
and teacher. Her 
workshops and 
lectures focus on 

quilting on a domestic machine and 
modern quilting techniques. She loves 
stretching her creativity through quilt 
challenges, working in a series, and 
comedy improv studies. Her award-
winning quilts have been exhibited in 
national quilt shows and traveling 
exhibits, published in books/magazines.  
melbeachquilts.com

Lynn Koolish is a 
fiber artist, teacher, 
and author. She is 
most known for her 
bright colors and 
hand-dyed fabric. 

She also creates mixed-media fiber art. 
She teaches a variety of classes in the 
San Francisco Bay Area and nationally at 
venues including International Quilt 
Festival, Houston and AQS QuiltWeek, 
Paducah, Kentucky. She has written or 
co-written five books including Fast, 
Fun & Easy Fabric Dyeing and has a 
DVD, "Lynn Koolish Teaches You 
Printing on Fabric." 
lynnkoolish.com 

For Beth Schillig, 
fabrics, threads, and 
sewing machines 
have always been a 
big part of her life. 
After years as a 

sewing machine dealer and educator, 
she is now an award-winning fiber artist 
who has found her home in art quilting. 
She is a full-time studio artist who 
enjoys incorporating sewing knowledge 
into artistic expression. 
bethschillig.com

 Vivien Zepf started 
quilting because she 
became besotted 
with the beautiful 
fabrics in a 
neighborhood shop. 

Today she often uses photography as 
inspiration, using what she sees to 
inform her process. The intellectual rigor 
of her work as a museum docent 
complements her creative pursuits. 
Vivien has had pieces juried into 
national exhibitions and has appeared 
on “Quilting Arts TV.” 
vivienzepf.com

 

Denise Oyama 
Miller is a textile/
mixed media artist 
working in Fremont, 
California. After 
working in 

information technology, Denise took an 
early retirement to work on her art full-
time. Her current work focuses on 
textiles, but also includes a mixed media 
approach. Her work is in private and 
public collections. She is a Juried Artist 
Member of Studio Art Quilt Associates. 
facebook.com/denise.o.miller.3 

Vivika Hansen 
DeNegre is the 
Director of Content 
for Quilting Daily 
and leads the 
creative team behind 

Quilting Arts Magazine and related 
titles. When not editing, writing, or 
showcasing the work of other art 
quilters, she cooks, gardens, knits, and 
quilts.  
quiltingdaily.com 

Nancy Ryan is a full-
time studio artist and 
teacher who has 
created textile art for 
over 35 years. Many 
of her art quilts are 

held in private collections throughout 
the United States, and she has had 
special exhibits of her work at 
International Quilt Festival, Houston, 
and the Texas Quilt Museum. Nancy is a 
member of Studio Art Quilt Associates 
(SAQA) for the past 16 years. 
nancyryanquilts.shutterfly.com 

Learn more about “Quilting Arts TV” at 
quiltingartstv.com.
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We are quilters passionate about 
sharing and inspiring others.

Quilting is a craft meant to be shared. From giving 
away a quilt to a friend or family member, to 

posting your latest creation on social media, we 
love sharing. Discover an online home where you 

can be inspired and share in quilting everyday.

Visit us today at QuiltingDaily.com

We are

http://www.quiltingdaily.com
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InstructIons
1. Place the bottom part of the 

embroidery hoop on a table and 

layer 1 sheet of stabilizer over it.

2. Snip the notions in a confetti-like 

manner and scatter them over the 

stabilizer. Create an even but airy 

layer of snipped pieces, leaving space 

between the bits.

3. Place the other sheet of stabilizer on 

top and snap the top section of the 

embroidery hoop into place, being 

careful not to dislodge the confetti 

layer.

4. Load silver metallic thread in the top 

and cotton in the bobbin. Pull the 

bobbin thread up before sewing.

TIP: Use a thread stand behind the 
machine for the metallic thread and load 
from the top to keep it from tangling. 

5. Stitch in loopy, meandering stitches 

all over the snipped pieces and 

a little into the outer edges of 

stabilizer. Be sure to leave open 

spaces—you are creating lace. It’s 

okay if you do not catch every little 

piece. (figure 1)

Alive with Texture
by Lorraine Turner

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• 2 (10") squares water-soluble 

stabilizer

• 8" embroidery hoop 

• Notions—silver and white trims 

such as fringe, lace, ribbons, 

iridescent embellishments, bridal 

project leftovers, and anything you 

can sew through that would add to 

the effect

• Silver metallic thread

• Bowl of water with a drop of liquid 

soap

• Dark background fabric or quilt to 

embellish

• Monofilament thread

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lorraine Turner

I love texture in my quilts and was recently challenged 

to create realistic-looking elements to embellish my 

landscapes. Using stabilizer and shiny bits and bobs I 

found in my collection, I stitched them together to create 

a very lacey embellishment. This lace can be used to create 

new-fallen snow, splashing waves, billowy clouds, and a 

variety of natural elements on any landscape project.

Figure 1

Process photos courtesy of the artist

Quilting Arts TV
project 2601-1
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6. Complete the stitching and take the 

lace out of the hoop. Cut away the 

excess stabilizer surrounding the 

lace that was not stitched. (figure 2)

7. Drop the stitched lace into the 

water and soak, following the 

manufacturer’s directions.

TIP: I soak for at least 20 minutes.

8. Rinse in cold water and manipulate 

the lace gently with your fingers, 

feeling for any gummy or tacky 

areas. If it feels tacky after a couple 

minutes, repeat the soak and allow 

the stabilizer more dissolving 

time. Rinse again and hang to air 

dry. When it is completely dried 

it is ready to be added to the 

background.

9. Snip out shapes and distress the lace 

by cutting into the edges. This will 

cause it to fray and it will look more 

natural. You do not want it to look 

like a patch. 

10. Pin the pieces to a background 

or project and stitch with clear 

monofilament thread. 

calicohorses.com

Figure 2

Quilting Arts TV
project 2601-1
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Textural fabric was part of my vision. 

I enjoyed going to the fabric stores in 

lower Manhattan where the variety 

of fabric made me feel like a kid in a 

candy store. I would buy half yards of 

whatever I fancied, and had tremendous 

luck in the eveningwear section with its 

dimensional flowers, drapey metallics, 

and more.

I started to create quilts showcasing 

the various fabrics I came across. This 

pushed me to explore even more ways 

to manipulate fabric when creating 

portraits. Everything from using fabric 

rosettes, creating textures by stitching 

the fabric into peaks and folds, and 

even braiding different fibers to create 

hair were in my toolbox. The sky is 

the limit, when it comes to creating 

textured tendrils.

Textures and Tendrils Portrait
by Earamichia Brown

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Foundation fabric 

• Image or drawing, sized to fit the 

foundation fabric (See Step 1.)

• Large scraps, pre-cut rolls, bright 

colors, patterns for hair, face, other 

features (be carefree in your color 

selections)

• Base layer for hair, similar color 

value to the hair fabric

• Lightweight fusible web (I use 

Mistyfuse®.)

• Appliqué pressing sheet (I use a 

Goddess Sheet®.)

• Backing 

• Batting

• Sewing machine with free-motion 

capability

Optional

• Embellishments (rick rack, yarn, 

ribbon, etc.)

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Earamichia Brown

Recently, I was going through some old photos of 

my mother and me. I had a baby ’fro compared 

to her massive Afro. I also found a picture of me 

wearing an Afro for a ’70s party while in law school. As 

a woman with natural hair and a love of all things—hair, 

wigs, extensions, hair styles, and more—a lightbulb went 

off. I began a series of Afro quilts. 

Quilting Arts TV
project 2601-2

http://quiltingartstv.com
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InstructIons
1. Choose or create a design. Trace 

it full size onto paper or print an 

enlarged design. If the image you 

wish to print is larger than a standard 

piece of paper, print in tile format 

and tape the pieces together. Make a 

second copy of the design so you will 

have 1 to cut for pattern pieces and 1 

as the complete design for reference 

as you create the portrait.

TIP: Look for hairstyles worn by your 
friends for inspiration (take a photo, if they 
wish to pose), make a drawing from your 
imagination, or use a copyright-free design 
(do an internet search). 

2. Apply fusible to the reverse side of 

the face, features, and torso fabrics. 

Cut and trace the pattern pieces onto 

the fabrics. Cut them out and fuse to 

the foundation fabric.

3. Arrange a hairstyle. After you decide 

how you want the hair to look, cut a 

base layer the shape of the hairstyle 

and apply fusible to the reverse. Fuse 

to the foundation fabric. Then add 

the hairstyle to the top of the base 

layer.

TIP: I use a base layer for a couple of 
reasons. It ensures you won’t have the 
foundation fabric showing through if you 
don’t cover a section fully or the hairstyle 
fabric is somewhat sheer. It also provides 
more layers and texture to the final quilt.

4. If using, create braids with fabric 

strips, yarn, ribbons, and other 

similar material, twisting them for 

additional texture. Use strips or small 

pieces of fusible and the pressing 

sheet to attach them to the quilt.

5. Sew the hair, features, and other 

elements with machine appliqué. 

Leave portions unsewn for more 

dimensional texture.

6. When you are done layering and 

affixing the tendrils, create a quilt 

sandwich with the quilt top, batting, 

and backing. 

7. Quilt and bind as desired. 

cocktailsandthread.com

Beauty Tips
This angle shows the lofty texture of the hair. This fabric was a semi-sheer, special occasions 
fabric with molded and sewn rosettes. Earamichia sewed between the floral elements to 
tack down the background and left the dimension of the rosettes intact.

• Make your portrait beautiful and imaginative with these ideas.

• Imagine you are going to the ‘beauty shop’ for a color and cut when selecting 
fabrics. Add highlights, too—these can be blue or purple or whatever. Don’t 
limit your color choices to just natural colors.

• Your subject can have braids, an up-do, a sensational Afro, curls, or punk 
rocker spikes. Be creative!

• Have fun with your fabric selection. Earamichia used animal prints for the 
background and the face in the featured quilt. 

• Create texture with the hair fabric by manipulating and pulling up small 
mounds all over the surface and sewing only around these mounds and 
bumps, leaving unsewn loftiness.

• Pre-fuse fabrics before cutting them into strips or pieces.

• Pinking shears add great texture and limit the fraying of edges.

• Add embellishments and other objects such as rick rack, ribbon, etc. 

• Use decorative stitches from your sewing machine to add interesting details.

• Sew down yarn or ribbon using a couching foot.

Quilting Arts TV
project 2601-2

http://quiltingartstv.com
https://quiltingdaily.com
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InstructIons
1. Select a landscape photo as your 

inspiration. Determine the finished 

size of your quilt and add 1"–2" on 

the length and 1"–2" on the width; 

this becomes the working size. 

If your photo is not big enough, 

enlarge it to this size. Using masking 

tape, frame the 4 sides of the 

landscape on the photo.

2. Cut a piece of felt, fusible web, and 

backing fabric at the working size. 

Iron the fusible web onto the back 

side of the backing. Peel off the 

paper and iron the fusible web side 

to the felt, leaving the other side of 

the felt untouched. Cut a piece of 

tulle 2" wider than the finished size 

on all sides.

3. Determine the major horizontal lines 

in the landscape and roughly draw 

them onto the felt with a tailor’s 

chalk or chalk line marking tool. 

Loosely draw in locations of other 

major elements in the landscape.

Impressionistic Landscapes 
by Denise Oyama Miller and Nancy Ryan

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Inspirational photograph (use a 

copyright-free image or your own photo)

• Masking tape

• Fusible web (We used Wonder-Under® 

or Mistyfuse®.)

• Felt (working size)

• Black tulle (stiff texture, not too dense)

• Tailor’s chalk or chalk line marking tool 

(We used a refillable Chakoner.)

• Cotton batik and solid fabric (fat 

quarters and scraps are fine) in colors 

in the photo; plus black, white, other 

colors that go with the piece 

• Note: Use fabric that is the same on 

both sides; once the pieces are cut very 

tiny and scattered over the quilt surface, 

it is hard to control whether the right or 

wrong side is facing up.

• Muffin tin or sandwich size plastic bags

• Weights 

• Sewing machine with free-motion 

capability

Optional

• Tomato pincushion with sand-filled 

strawberry 

• Kwik Klip™

From left, Nancy Ryan, host Susan Brubaker Knapp,  
and Denise Oyama Miller 

We occasionally get a chance to have a ‘play 

day’ together and we love to try out different 

techniques. One day we decided to make 

some small landscape quilts using the ‘confetti’ technique. 

We had both seen some of Noriko Endo’s work and were 

impressed with the potential for making more expressive 

and textural landscapes this way. The process we have 

developed fits our way of working and, hopefully, will 

enable others to incorporate this technique into their own 

work.

Quilting Arts TV
project 2602-1
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4. Determine the main colors. Cut small 

sections of the fabric you will use. 

Lay single layers on the cutting mat. 

Using the rotary cutter, make vertical 

lines about 1/4"–3⁄8" apart (they do 

not have to be perfectly parallel). 

Then make horizontal cuts the same 

distance. Place different colors and 

values into different sections of the 

muffin tin or in individual plastic 

bags.

5. Cut a tree trunk and large branches 

freeform and place on the felt; pin 

as needed. Scatter the tiny cut pieces 

onto the felt. When all of the pieces 

are on the felt, remove all pins. 

NOTE: If your photo design has a 
distinct background and foreground, 
create the background first. In the quilt 
shown, we started with the green leaves, 
some branches, and a bit of the sky. 
Then we moved ‘forward’ to create the 
yellow-orange-red leaves, full trunk, and 
additional branches. Sprinkle some sky 
confetti on the foreground; similarly, 
sprinkle some of the foreground ‘leaves’ on 
the background. This provides dimension 
for the entire composition.

6. Cover the quilt top with tulle and 

place weights on top to secure it 

while basting. Pin baste in rows 

approximately 2" apart. The next row 

should be shifted so that the pins 

are placed in the space between the 

preceding rows. Pin closely around all 

of the edges.

TIP: We highly recommend large bent 
safety pins for basting. See “Our Favorite 
Basting Pins.”

7. Quilt the whole piece using free-

motion stitching, changing threads 

where appropriate. Stipple quilt over 

the foliage areas and quilt wavy lines 

for the tree trunk and branches. You 

can vary the thread colors and use 

multiple threads at the same time to 

enhance the stitching. Add additional 

thread painting, if desired.

8. Finish the quilt with binding, facing, 

or zigzag stitch. 

deniseoyamamiller.com
nancyryanquilts.shutterfly.com

Color Choices and Values
When choosing colors for the quilt, think of how trees are not just green; they can 
have browns, oranges, reds, yellows, purples, and more in them. Likewise, water 
reflects all of the things and colors around it. 

Be sure to include black, white, and multiple colors in different values. You will 
need this variety in the landscape to make it exciting and interesting to look at. 
Landscapes (and other types of art) need contrasting values to make them sing!

You can use a primarily warm palette with a cool accent color or vice versa, 
complementary colors, analogous colors, or any other color design. Be sure to 
include a wide range of values from the lightest light (white) to the darkest dark 
(black). Use bits of colors other than the local colors to add sparkle to the quilts.

Our Favorite  
Basting Pins

We have found that the best way 
to secure the tulle onto the quilt 
is to use large (2"–3") bent safety 
pins. The 1" bent safety pins will not 
work—they are too small. There is a 
tool that can help with the closing 
of these pins called a Kwik Klip. 
Alternatively, a spoon handle works. 
These tools will ease finger soreness 
from closing so many pins.

Sometimes these large pins have 
a finish on the surface, making it 
difficult to puncture the fabric. If 
that is the case, use the sand-filled 
strawberry from an old-fashioned 
tomato pincushion, pushing the 
point of the pin into the sand-filled 
strawberry to help eliminate this 
resistance. If you run out of bent 
safety pins, substitute long straight 
pins. 

Quilting Arts TV
project 2602-1
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InstructIons

Create the base
1. Cut 9" squares of felt and fusible 

web. Fuse together. Place on a work 

surface with the fusible facing up.

2. From the sky fabric, cut a piece 10" 

wide and between 3"–5" high. 

NOTE: A 3" piece leaves the most room 
for the ground; a 5" piece shows more sky, 
less ground. Choose what works best for 
your design.

3. Place the sky on the fusible, leaving 

at least a 1/4" of fabric extending off 

the felt around all edges. Fuse the 

sky to the felt, using a pressing sheet 

to protect the iron. Machine quilt 

the sky. 

TIP: I use a meandering, wavy line in 
coordinating thread or sometimes I do 
not add any stitching at all.

4. For the ground, freeform cut slightly 

curved pieces in several colors; like 

an elongated S with a point at each 

end.

5. Place curved pieces on the felt below 

the sky and working down. Overlap 

the pieces slightly so the felt does 

not show. Leave at least a 1/4" of 

fabric extending off the felt around 

all edges.

TIP: Position the lightest color fabric 
below the sky, then a medium color or 
2, and finally the darkest color(s) at the 
bottom. 

6. Baste each curved piece to the felt 

by touching the center of it with the 

tip of a medium–hot iron. When you 

are satisfied with the composition, 

place the pressing sheet on top and 

fuse the pieces to the felt base. 

7. Sew along the edges of the curved 

ground pieces with a straight stitch 

or a zigzag stitch. 

Textured Landscape: Tree Art 
by Ana Sumner

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Makes a 9" x 9" art quilt
• 1⁄3 yard felt batting (I use National 

Nonwovens WoolFelt® WCF001.)
• 1⁄3 yard fusible web (I use Mistyfuse®.) 

• 1 fat eighth* sky fabric (I use marble 

batiks for the whole project.)

• 3–5 fat eighths for ground, values 

ranging from light to dark 

• 1 fat eighth tree fabric

• 1 fat eighth backing 

• Tree image (Draw one, use a stamp or 

stencil, or trace a copyright-free photo)

• Freezer paper 

• 10" x 16" pressing sheet (I use 

Goddess Sheet®.)

• Nonwoven fusible backing with 

stiffness (I use Pellon® 808  

Craft-Fuse®.)

• Sewing machine with free-motion 

capability

• Machine thread (I use variegated or 

solid colors to match the elements in 

the landscape.)

• Specialty yarns and threads (I use 

colors that will highlight and give 

texture to the tree.)

• Hand stitching needles (I use milliners 

size 1.)

• Variegated green floss

* Fat eighth = 10" x 18"

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Ana Sumner

Create a textured landscape with trees using 

specialty threads, batik and cotton fabrics, raw 

appliqué, straight stitch or zigzag, free-motion 

thread painting, specialty threads, and embroidered details. 

This first-time project is small but customize it as desired 

(quantity of materials will change for a larger project). 

Multiple trees can be added to a larger project.

Quilting Arts TV
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NOTE: Use coordinating thread for this 
step. Variegated thread adds lovely texture. 

8. If desired, add additional free-motion, 

meandering stitches on the ground for 

added texture. 

Create the tree
1. Trace the tree image onto freezer 

paper. Cut out the tree.

NOTE: The tree image does not need to be 
detailed; a trunk and major branches are 
sufficient. You will add smaller branches 
with free-motion stitching later.

2. Cut a square of fabric and a square of 

fusible slightly larger than the tree. 

Press the fusible onto the wrong side 

of the fabric with the pressing sheet. 

Place the freezer paper tree pattern, 

shiny side down, onto the right side of 

the fabric square and press.

3. Cut out the tree and place it on the 

felt base. Fuse. 

4. Free-motion stitch the tree onto the 

landscape with matching thread. 

Embellish the tree
1. Cut a piece of nonwoven fusible 

backing a bit larger than the whole 

tree. Press, shiny side down, onto the 

back of the felt base, centering the 

fusible backing ‘behind’ the tree.

NOTE: This backing will prevent the fabric 
from puckering when you are free-motion 
stitching and creating the smaller branches.

2. Embellish the tree, starting at the base 

of the trunk and moving upward, 

using free-motion stitching in a zigzag 

motion from side to side.

TIP: This is where a specialty or variegated 
thread will be very effective.

3. Using free-motion straight stitching, 

draw branches on the limbs of the 

tree in a coordinating thread color. 

4. Create additional stitched elements, 

such as couched yarn or stitched 

ribbon, to add texture to the tree.

5. At the base of the tree, add hand 

embroidery to create tuffs of grass 

and other flora.

TIP: I used turkey stitch with 
variegated green floss. 

Finish the quilt
1. Flip the quilt right side down and 

trim the overhanging fabric, leaving a 

1/4" seam allowance past the felt base. 

2. To finish using a pillowcase 

technique, cut a 91/2" square of 

backing. Place this right sides 

together with the quilt and sew 

around all edges, leaving a gap for 

turning.

TIP: Use a zipper foot to get close to the felt.

3. Turn right sides out and hand sew the 

gap closed. 

sewuniqueart.com 
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Enter TAP—Transfer Artist Paper, 

an iron-on transfer product that allows 

you to create personal and unique 

art by using your own photos and 

artwork on fabric, paper, and other 

surfaces. With TAP, I can use layers 

and take advantage of transparency (or 

opacity)—depending on what I’m trying 

to accomplish. 

TIP: Read the package instructions 
thoroughly before beginning to work with 
TAP.

InstructIons

Layers, transparency, and 
translucency
1. Using layers is one of my favorite 

ways to work and TAP is perfect 

for this. TAP transfer paper has a 

transparent polymer coating that 

creates the transfer; light-colored 

inkjet inks are transparent, darker 

inkjet colors are translucent (you 

can see through them, but not as 

clearly). 

2. Any surface that you transfer onto 

will show through the transfers. 

When you transfer to a white 

surface, the colors in the transfer 

will look like the original image 

and any unprinted areas will be 

white. When you transfer to a 

non-white surface or on top of 

an existing transfer, the colors of 

the background surface will show 

through—in particular, any areas 

that look white in the photo, will be 

totally transparent when transferred, 

and you will see through to whatever 

is under the transfer. 

3. One advantage with TAP is you can 

transfer images on top of images 

that have already been transferred 

with TAP. For example, you can 

add lettering or additional images 

on top of an image you’ve already 

transferred. 

Layering Imagery and Using Transparency 
Tips, Tricks, and Techniques for Using TAP—Transfer Artist Paper
by Lynn Koolish 

Sponsored guest of C&T Publishing

Materials
• Iron-on transfer product (I use Lesley 

Riley’s TAP Transfer Artist Paper from 

C&T Publishing.)

• Inkjet printer 

• Your own photos or copyright-free 

images

• Release or parchment paper (I use 

Silicon Release Paper from C&T 

Publishing.)

• White or light-colored cotton fabric

• Sheer fabric such as silk organza or 

polyester curtain material (that will 

not melt when ironed on high heat)

• Watercolors or other transparent 

paints

• White acrylic or other opaque paint

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lynn Koolish

I love taking photos of the flowers, plants, and scenery 

around me when I’m out and about—whether I’m on 

vacation or just taking a walk in my neighborhood. As 

a fiber artist, I’m always thinking about ways to use those 

photos that go beyond just printing them out, as is, on a 

piece of white paper or cotton fabric. 

Quilting Arts TV
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NOTE: Never place an iron directly on a 
transferred image—always use Silicone 
Release Paper or parchment paper to 
protect the already-transferred image.

Using paint with TAP
1. It’s easy to alter the look of an image 

that’s been printed on TAP but not 

yet transferred just by using paint. 

You can use any type of paint that is 

not alcohol based, such as watercolor, 

acrylic, fabric paint, and so on. Use 

limited amount of paint to ensure the 

TAP does not get too wet.

2. In this example, an outline version of 

waterlilies was printed on TAP then 

overpainted with watercolors.  

(figure 1)

NOTE: I trimmed the edge of the 
TAP because I didn’t like the original 
background color of the photo. 

Using paint to make an 
image opaque
1. One of my favorite TAP ‘tricks’ is what 

I call over/under painting. 

2. As mentioned, inkjet images printed 

on TAP are transparent/translucent. 

While seeing a background color or 

pattern through a transfer may be a 

welcomed part of one design, there 

may be times when you don’t want 

to see the background through the 

transfer. 

3. The solution: Using opaque white 

paint (or other light-colored paint), 

carefully paint on the printed image. 

(figure 2) This works because the 

side you are painting is, basically, the 

reverse side; when the TAP is turned 

over and ironed onto the surface, the 

printed image will end up ‘on top’ of 

the paint. I used acrylic paint thinned 

with a bit of water; my inkjet printer 

uses pigment inks. 

4. I used this technique on all of the 

flowers in “Waterlilies 1” to make 

sure all the flowers stood out from 

the lily pads in the background, 

which was also a TAP transfer. 

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Putting layers to work
5. When working with TAP, I 

sometimes make small test versions 

of ideas to try things out before I 

move on to a larger project. For 

some of the Waterlilies series, I 

wanted to try different combinations 

of images and layers—so I 

transferred my images onto sheer 

fabric. This allowed me to arrange 

and rearrange the layers to try things 

out. I was also interested in using 

sheers to get a misty, foggy look. I 

had two original images. (figures 3 

and 4) From those two originals, I 

made four different components. 

(figure 5)

6. Using those four components, I 

tried out many variations of layers 

and took pictures of them so I 

could remember and review the 

possibilities. (figures 6–11) Many 

more combinations and looks are 

possible. 

Figure 3

Figure 6

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 4

Figure 5
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7. From the variations I came up 

with, I selected three to make larger 

versions. (figures 12–14)

I hope this whets your appetite to be 

adventurous and try TAP-ing some of 

your own images to make personal and 

unique fiber art. 

lynnkoolish.com

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

“Waterlilies 1”
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Back then we didn’t have the internet 

and I needed to use a variety of printed 

materials—pulling from books and 

magazines—and it was frustratingly 

limited. Now with a Google images 

search, I can have hundreds, maybe 

thousands of images to work from 

in just a few minutes. The only limit 

is how long I am willing to spend 

following the image trail. 

It is important to remember that 

these are references only; I never use 

a single image in its entirety. I use bits 

and pieces from a wide number of 

sources and combine them together, 

changing style lines and details to suit 

my vision. 

A tool I rely on to help get all those 

pictures and parts to work together is a 

proportional scale. This tool helps me 

resize images, so they have the correct 

size relationship to each other. 

Photo Realistic Quilts Without a Photo
by Lauretta Crites

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; C+T Publishing; 

Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lauretta Crites

I like to make representational art quilt pieces and quite 

often I make them from my own photographs, but every 

so often I want to make a quilt that appears only in my 

mind’s eye; one that I don’t have and cannot take a photo for. 

That’s when I rely on a technique I developed when I was 

studying costume design at California Institute of the Arts 

when I needed to make costume renderings of garments that 

also only existed in my mind.
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I enter the current size of the image 

I’m using and the size I want it to be, and 

the tool then tells me what percentage 

to enlarge or reduce the image. The one 

I use is cardboard with a wheel that has 

measurements and percentages printed 

on it, but you can find free computer 

versions on the internet. I have a 

printer/copier at home that enlarges and 

reduces, and it is my most important 

quilting tool after my sewing machine!

Once I have my reference materials 

scaled, I’m ready to build my sketch. 

Using 81/2" x 11" tracing paper and a 

light box, I transfer the lines I will keep 

from the original reference photo(s). I 

then draw in the changes to clothing or 

hairstyle or anything I need to change to 

make it reflect my vision. I want to get 

as much detail and accuracy as possible 

into my line drawing sketch. Once 

my tracing paper image is as complete 

as I can make it, I photocopy it and 

add color. I may go through several 

photocopies before I am happy with 

the color placement, but this will still 

change a bit as I select the actual fabrics 

for the quilt. 

Once I have the colored “road map” 

I’m ready to enlarge my sketch. I prefer 

to enlarge the line drawing and use the 

colored version only as a reference. I 

make two enlarged copies—in the final 

size I will be working in—one I can 

place on my design wall to build my 

figures on and a second one I can cut 

apart and use as a pattern. 

Copying and Enlarging
• Use a copy store: I often take my drawing to the local copy store and have it 

enlarged on their blueprint machine. My copy store is very patient and will 
make copies until the image is exactly the size I want. 

• DIY: I can create a ‘tiled’ enlargement online and print it out at home. Some 
computers have this capability—mine does not—so I use a free program that 
helps enlarge my image. The program will enlarge it by ‘tiles’ each tile being  
81⁄2" x 107⁄8," minus margins for alignment.

NOTE: So, if my original image is 81⁄2" x 107⁄8" and I enlarge it with the smallest 
arrangement—2 tiles by 2 tiles—my finished image will be around 16" x 21", 3 tiles 
by 3 tiles will be around 24" x 311⁄2" and so on enlarging 1 full sheet of paper each 
direction. 

The program I use is designed to enlarge photos, so I take a photograph of 
my line drawing and upload it to the program. The program will overlay the 
photo image with the tile lines, and I can view the layout in both portrait 
and landscape mode to see what fits best and will place my image on the 
fewest sheets of paper. I make sure to change the paper size to the American 
standard. I check the listed finished size of the enlarged image to make sure it 
is what I want before printing. I also make sure my printer is set to print single 
sided, full size, and in the black and white setting to save ink.

Once I have the tiled image printed (I 

make two copies, just in case), I tape the 

pages together, trimming the margins, so 

I have a continuous image.

Occasionally, I still need more detail 

than my enlarged drawing provides or 

I want to add specific detailed items. If 

so, I go back to the beginning and apply 

the same process of finding, adapting, 

and enlarging with my proportional 

scale individual items for my quilt; for 

example, a face, flowers, or other images 

that support the quilt’s subject.

I hope this helps you get your photo 

realistic quilts out of your mind’s eye and 

into fabric! 

laurettacrites.com

Resources
Proportional scale
universalprinting.com

Tiled printing at home
rasterbator.net
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InstructIons
1. Pick the motif you wish to highlight. 

With the motif centered, load the 

hoop with the fabric right side up 

and the heavyweight, water-soluble 

stabilizer underneath. A spring hoop 

works well and is easy to move and 

reposition for larger pieces.

2. Mark stitch lines lightly with 

the water soluble pen. The stitch 

direction is similar to the strokes of a 

brush on a painting.

3. Referring to figure 1, free-motion 

machine stitch in the direction of the 

marks. See “Petal Play: Step by step.”

Thread-painted Faux Trapunto
by Beth Schillig

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Fat quarter with a batik motif or 

printed commercial cotton with a 

distinct motif 
TIP: Always start with an oversized 
piece of fabric.

• 7" spring hoop or wooden machine 

embroidery hoop 

• Heavyweight, water-soluble 

stabilizer, cut larger than the hoop 

(I use OESD™ BadgeMaster or 

Sulky® Super Solvy™.)

• Water-soluble pen (I use a white 

Bohin water-erasable marking pen 

on the dark petal fabric.)

• Polyester or rayon machine 

embroidery thread 

• Wool batting

• Backing 

Optional 

• Spray starch

• Additional fabric for borders, 

piecing

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Beth Schillig

After collecting numerous hand-painted batik 

panels at quilt shows, I decided to start using 

them. I enhance them with thread painting to 

highlight the motifs and then quilt using wool batting. 

I call this faux trapunto because you do not cut away 

anything from the back of the piece. The illusion of 

trapunto is created by dense quilting in the background 

which makes the central motif pop up. If you don’t have 

a batik panel, a medium- or large-scale printed motif will 

work well, too.

Petal Play:  
Step by step
Approach this free-motion machine 
stitching process like a painter—try 
to enhance the motif and add some 
extra color and dimension. Do not fill 
in heavily with stitching; this is not a 
solid, fill-in embroidery. Use a variety 
of values of color and ‘feather’ them 
together for realistic shading.

I used four shades of thread on this 
purple flower; here’s the five-step 
process to create a petal:

• Petal 1—the drawn lines show 
the direction the thread painting 
will go.

• Petal 2—add structure lines in a 
medium-value purple.

• Petal 3—add more lines in a 
lighter shade of purple.

• Petal 4—add highlights with the 
very lightest shade of purple.

• Petal 5—add the darkest value 
judiciously to make the petal 
“pop.” 

Figure 1
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4. After stitching is complete, soak/

rinse the piece in water to remove the 

stabilizer, following the manufacturer’s 

directions. 

5. Pat dry. While the piece is still damp, 

place it face down on a padded surface 

and press until dry. Any small puckers 

from the stitching should press away. 

TIP: I lightly spray with starch at this point.

6. Trim the piece to the desired size. Add 

sashing or pieced patchwork, if desired. 

7. Layer the quilt top, batting, and 

backing. Baste, using your preferred 

method. (figure 2)

NOTE: I strongly recommend wool batting for 
this technique. It’s puffiness gives the motif 
extra loft and after additional quilting in the 
background—wool compacts well with ample 
stitching on top—creates the faux trapunto 
look.

8. Outline the thread-painted motif 

and background with dense quilting. 

(figure 3) 

NOTE: You can quilt a few design lines in the 
motif if needed, but do not quilt densely or 
over the thread-painted lines or the loftiness 
of the faux trapunto will be lost.

9. Bind, as desired. 

bethschillig.com

Figure 2

Machine Set-Up Tips
• Set up the machine for free-motion, straight-stitch 

quilting; for most of us that means dropping the feed 
dogs and installing a free-motion presser foot. I use an 
open-toe darning foot and set my stitch to a 0 width 
and 0 length.

• Replace the machine needle with a fresh one. I use a 
70/10 or 80/12 Microtex needle.

• Loosen the upper tension slightly until the bobbin 
thread does not show on top.

• If you have a straight stitch needle plate, use it. The 
small hole provides stable stitches and prevents the 
fabric from being pushed down into the bobbin area.

Figure 3
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InstructIons

Paint the elements
1. Create a painting board by covering a piece of cardboard with 

plastic and taping it to the back.

2. Wet the cheesecloth and lace. With masking tape, tape the 

cheesecloth, silk ribbon, and lace onto the painting board. 

With the fabric paints, paint using color gradations. Allow to 

dry.

3. Apply fabric stiffener to the lace with a brush. After it dries, it 

will look like coral or a sea fan. 

Create fish
1. Trace or draw small fish onto a piece of 81/2" x 11" white 

paper. Allow 2" or so between each fish. Vary the size and 

shape of the fish, keeping the scale of the finished quilt in 

mind. This is the fish template.

2. Cut 81/2" x 11" pieces of white PDF and fusible web. With the 

pressing sheet, fuse together. Allow to cool and remove from 

the pressing sheet. Place this on a sheet of reusable paper, 

fusible side down, and press.

3. Place the fish template on a copier flatbed and place the 

fabric/reusable paper sandwich in the paper tray. Make a copy 

of the fish on the fabric side of the sandwich and remove 

from the reusable paper.

Underwater Reef Art Quilt  
by Ana Sumner

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
Makes a 91/2" x 111/2" quilt 

• Fat quarter* white PFD (prepared for dyeing) cotton 

• Fat quarter ‘water’ fabric (I use a marbled batik with 

gradations of color.)
• 1⁄3 yard felt (I use National Nonwovens WoolFelt® 

WCF001.)

• Cheesecloth 

• 2 yards of 4 mm white silk ribbon

• 2 yards white lace (a variety of widths and designs is 

ideal)

• Fabric paints (I use Createx™ Transparent Airbrush 

Colors.)

• Fabric stiffener and paintbrush (I use Liquitex® Matte 

Medium.)

• Parchment paper

• 1/2 yard fusible web (I use Mistyfuse®.) 

• 10" x 16" pressing sheet (I use Goddess Sheet®.)

• Printable, nonstick, reusable paper (I use Bunny Paper®.)

• Moldable batting (I use Bosal™ Moldable Batting.)

• Fabric markers

• Sewing machine with free-motion foot (I use a foot with 

a clear plastic, cupped base.)

• Topstitch 90/14 needle

• Variegated machine thread 

• Heavyweight water-soluble stabilizer (I use Sulky® Ultra 

Solvy™.)

• Embroidery hoop

• Hand stitching needles (I use milliners sizes 1, 3, and 9.)

• Variegated embroidery floss

• Beads (black for fish eyes, other colors to coordinate with 

the quilt)

• Backing

* Fat quarter = 18" x 20"

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Ana Sumner

Create a captivating underwater reef using a 

multitude of fibers and stitch. Make it intricate 

and colorful by using many techniques such as 

painted fibers, machine thread sketching, silk ribbon and 

embroidery hand stitching, beading, and more. Take a dive 

into this fun project!
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TIP: Test the copier with plain paper to 
determine whether the fabric/reusable 
paper sandwich should be placed face up or 
face down in the paper tray.

4. Paint the fish. Allow to dry.

5. Cut out squares of fish fabric—with 

the fish centered on the square and a 

portion of white fabric around it. Cut 

moldable batting the same size as the 

squares.

6. Fold the pressing sheet, book 

style, and fuse the fish fabric to the 

moldable batting. While still warm, 

mold and shape the fish to give them 

dimension. 

7. Cut out the fish.

TIP: I use small, sharp-pointed, curved 
scissors for precision.

8. Touch up the side edges of the fish 

with fabric markers in complementary 

colors.

Create the background
1. Cut 10" x 12" pieces of water fabric, 

felt, and fusible web. 

2. Fuse the web to the felt inside the 

folded pressing sheet. When cool, fuse 

the water fabric to the felt.

Create the reef
1. Cut pieces of painted cheesecloth and 

arrange on the background to create 

a dimensional reef. Consider a shape 

like an off-center J or U. Keep a fair 

amount of water fabric visible for that 

underwater feel.

TIP: To simulate light coming through the 
water, arrange lighter colors toward the top 
of the reef and darker colors toward the 
bottom. Keep the layers somewhat thin 
so embellishments don’t get lost in the 
thickness.  

2. Secure the cheesecloth layers to 

the background using couching 

stitches: Come up through the 

back of the fabric with a needle and 

thread. Gather a few strands of the 

cheesecloth into a pucker and bring 

the needle back down close to the 

point of emergence. Repeat every  

1"–2" until the cheesecloth is 

secured to the fabric in the desired 

shape.
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Finish the quilt
1. Cut a 10" x 12" piece of backing.

2. Place the quilt and the backing right 

sides together and sew around all 

edges with a 1/2" seam allowance, 

leaving a gap for turning.

TIP: Clip the corners after sewing to 
reduce bulk.

1. Turn the quilt right side out and 

hand sew the gap closed.  

sewuniqueart.com

Resources
Silk ribbon
threadart.com

Variegated thread 
ylicorp.com

Quilting Arts TV
project 2604-2

A Feeding Frenzy of Embellishments
Here are a few of the embellishments I used on my quilt. The sky’s the limit, 
though—or maybe I should say the ocean’s the limit! Have fun—add beads, 
threadwork, embroidery, and more.

Create thread-painted sea fans 
• Lower the feed dogs on the sewing machine. Place a free-motion presser foot on. 

• Cut a piece of heavyweight water-soluble stabilizer larger than the size of the 
embroidery hoop. Place in the hoop and put the hoop on the machine. 

• Using variegated thread, sew organic fan shapes. Create a hand-like structure first 
with straight stitches and then sew across the stitches to interlacing the thread and 
create a sea fan. Create several fans in different sizes. 

• After the stitching is complete, remove the piece from the hoop, cut away the excess 
soluble stabilizer, and submerge the fans in warm water for 10–15 minutes, rubbing 
lightly. 10–12 minutes leaves some glue residue on the piece (which will stiffen 
it); 15 minutes removes most of glue residue. Rinse several times and arrange on 
parchment paper to dry. 

• To stiffen the fabric more, brush the dried elements with fabric stiffener.

• Arrange on the quilt and tack down. 

Create other elements 
• Create more sea fans or other underwater vegetation with the painted lace 

by trimming it into the desired shape or gathering along an edge to create 
dimensional texture.

• Using a piece of felt, free-motion stitch circular motifs. Create several in different 
sizes. Trim close to the stitching. 

• Arrange on the quilt and tack down.

Create details 
• Using the painted silk ribbon and variegated floss, add embroidery stitches to the 

cheesecloth reef. 
Tip: Find stitches in an embroidery or silk ribbon reference book or on the internet. 

• Stitch suggestions:

• Silk ribbon embroidery stitches: Twisted straight stitch, gathering stitch, ribbon 
stitch, straight stitch-whipped

• Embroidery stitches: twirl stitch, French knots, bullion stitch, straight stitch, and 
feather stitch

• Specialty threads are fun to couch down onto the reef using a gathering stitch to 
create interesting reef plants. 

• Stitch the fish to the quilt with floss. Accent the fish’s features using straight stitches. 

• Add beads throughout the piece to give it texture, and add a bead to each fish’s eye. 

http://quiltingartstv.com
https://quiltingdaily.com
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InstructIons

Create the quilt top base
1. Cut a 13" square of fusible web and fuse it to the background 

fabric using the pressing sheet. Center the fabric on the 

batting and fuse. 

2. Place the Thermofax screen on the background fabric. Using 

a plastic spoon, place some paint in a line along the tape at 

the top of the screen. Using the squeegee or an old credit 

card, pull the paint down the screen. This prints the design 

on the fabric. Make a few passes to ensure a good print. 

Allow to dry.

Wildflowers: A Small Art Quilt
by Janelle Girod and Kristin Rodriguez 

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
Makes a 12" x 12" quilt

• 13" square of hand-dyed or solid background fabric 

(We used hand-dyed osnaburg.)

• 131/2" square of batting

• Fat quarter* for backing 

• 1 yard fusible web (We use Mistyfuse®.)

• Pressing sheet

• Fabric paint (We use PROfab Pearlescent from PRO™ 

Chemical & Dye.)

• Thermofax® screen, outer edges covered  

with duct tape

• Plastic spoon

• Small squeegee or old credit card

• Powdered fusible (We use Bo-Nash Fuse It Powder.)

• Foil sheet

• Parchment paper

• Hand-dyed cheesecloth

• Silk carrier rods

• 7.5mm silk ribbon

• Threads: sewing threads, perle cottons, and 

embroidery floss

• Waxed beading thread, beading needle, and small seed 

beads

* Fat quarter = 18" x 20"

From left, Kristin Rodriguez, host Susan Brubaker Knapp, 
and Janelle Girod 

Both of us are drawn to flowers—and nature, in 

general. This shared interest helps when working 

on collaborative art quilts and other fiber art. Since 

flowers don’t have straight edges, we love using a non-

traditional fabric—such as cheesecloth—to create them in 

our work. We love creating layers on our artwork, too. We 

want you to feel drawn in to a piece and as you look you 

discover more elements. We screen printed the background 

without planning the entire quilt or being concerned about 

where the floral elements would be placed: we were simply 

creating texture and visual interest on which to build the 

composition. We are pleased with the results.
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Proper Care of 
Thermofax Screens

• If the screen is new, apply duct 
tape to all edges, folding half of the 
tape to the back side. This provides 
stability, a place for paint, and 
added strength to the screen so it 
will last a long time.

•  Promptly after use, wash the 
screen with cold water and 
massage with your fingertips. Here 
are some ‘nevers’:

•  Never use hot water as this can 
melt the mesh. 

•  Never use a brush for scrubbing 
as you can break the mesh or 
peel away the design. 

•  Never let paint dry on the 
screen or it will clog the 
openings in the mesh, ruining 
the design. 

• If you treat it well, you can get 
numerous prints from just one 
screen. 

TIP: If you have never used a 
Thermofax screen before and 
are a visual learner, you can find 
instructions online on the best way 
to use/care for it. We have a short 
tutorial video on YouTube.

TIP: Choose a screen that will add subtle 
texture to the background of the quilt. Our 
screen had simple circles all over.

3. Fold a large piece of parchment paper 

in half, book style. When unfolded, 

the quilt top should fit inside with 

plenty of space around it. With the 

quilt on the parchment, sprinkle a 

little of the powdered fusible over it. 

Close the parchment paper over this 

and iron the fusible in place.

NOTE: You are going for a glittery, 
shimmery effect so do not sprinkle a lot of 
the fusible or you will end up with “blobs” 
instead of a glittery effect. 

4. Open the parchment paper, place the 

foil “pretty side up” on to a section of 

the quilt. Fold the parchment closed 

again and press over the foil. Allow 

the foil to cool before peeling it off. 

Repeat this action over the entire 

quilt top. 

5. Cut 131/2" squares of backing fabric 

and fusible web. Fuse together and 

then fuse the backing to the reverse 

side of the batting. 

Embellish and complete 
the quilt 
1. Add hand-stitched details with perle 

cotton or embroidery thread the 

enhance the background. Leave a 

1/4" seam allowance around the quilt 

unstitched. 

NOTE: On the sample quilt, we added 
running stitch around the printed circles.

2. To create a whole flower, cut a strip of 

cheesecloth approximately  

1" x 8". With your thumb and 

forefinger, start at one end of the strip 

and fold it back and forth by pinching 

it at the base. Or use a basting stitch 

along the long edge and pull loosely 

on the thread to gather the fabric. 

Make 2–3.

3. Pin the cheesecloth to the 

background, maneuvering from the 

folded/gathered center until you have 

a circle of cheesecloth. 

Quilting Arts TV
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4. To create a half flower, repeat this 

process with a shorter length of 

cheesecloth to create a fan-shaped 

budding bloom. Make 2–3. 

5. Make buds by rolling the cheesecloth 

around in your fingers to get a little 

“bundle.” Make 1–2.

6. Arrange and rearrange the blooms 

and buds around the flowers until 

you are happy with the composition.

NOTE: Leave the edges of the cheesecloth 
elements raw; the texture adds interest.

7. Stitch the floral elements in place. 

Don’t overdue the stitching or you 

may flatten out all that texture you 

created. 

8. Use a silk carrier rod to make the 

calyx/base of the fan blossoms 

or buds. Silk carrier rods can be 

spilt. Play along the length of the 

“rod” with your fingernails and 

you can split the layers. Once split, 

manipulate a piece with your fingers 

to soften it up. Pull off a portion and 

use it to cover the base of the flower. 

Use back stitch to attach it. 

9. Create stems for the flowers and buds 

with silk ribbon. Make little tucks 

along the length of the ribbon to add 

interest, using pins to hold each tuck 

in place. Secure each tuck with a seed 

bead or French knot. 

10. Silk carrier rod can also be used to 

create leaves; play a little with one 

end or a corner, roll it between your 

fingers, and it will look like a leaf. 

Secure it to the quilt top with feather 

stitch or fly stitch to add veins to the 

leaf. 

11. Add other embellishments, as desired.

TIP: Finish the quilt before adding 
dimensional embellishments as it is easier 
to move it around on the sewing machine.

12. Trim the quilt to 121/2" square. 

13. Cut strips from the backing fabric for 

a facing, if using. Complete the quilt, 

as desired. 

fiberonawhim.com
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InstructIons

Create the duckling
1. Using a lightbox or window, 

trace the major black lines of the 

pattern onto the background. The 

other lines are for thread painting 

reference.

2. Place the stabilizer under the 

background fabric. Pin, if desired.

3. From 1 of the printed patterns, cut 

out the duckling. Leave the second 

copy intact as a reference.

4. Using the tip of paper scissors, 

punch to begin and carefully cut 

around most of the shape of the eye 

leaving it hinged to the inner corner. 

From this hinged piece, cut out the 

pupil, leaving a hole in the pattern 

piece. 

5. Cut out remaining pattern pieces. 

Place the pattern pieces for the beak 

and the shape behind the eye (the 

accent ‘stripe’ that runs below the 

eye and stretches to the back of the 

head and curves downward) on 

fabric and cut out.

6. Place the hinged pattern over the 

scrap of black fabric. With the chalk 

pencil, trace the shape of the eye. 

Cut out the eye and set aside. Place 

the pattern over the gold fabric and 

trace the other edge and ‘hole’ of the 

iris. Cut out and set aside.

NOTE: I use a regular black marker on light 
fabric because my lines will be covered by 
stitching and fabric. Use erasable tools if you 
prefer.

7. Layer the cut pieces and pin to the 

background, using the reference 

pattern as a guide. Use a small dab 

of glue stick if needed and place the 

pins all pointing toward the top. 

TIP: I find placing the pins all facing in the 
same direction the easiest and most efficient 
way to remove them as I stitch.

8. Using monofilament thread on the 

top and cotton in the bobbin, stitch 

in a meandering pattern to secure 

the pieces and remove pins as you 

go. Press.

Fabric Collage + Thread Painting
by Lorraine Turner

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Duckling pattern, 2 copies (1 to 

cut apart into pattern pieces and 

the other as a reference copy)

• Collage fabrics, assortment of 

small- and large-scale prints in a 

range of value (See tip below) 

• 18" square background (Not too 

busy; ombrés and subtle batiks 

work well. I used a neutral in this 

sample.)

• 18" square mid-weight tear-away 

stabilizer 

• Fine line black marker

• Fine line chalk pencil for dark 

fabrics

• Glue stick

• Clear monofilament thread

• Sewing machine with free-motion 

capability and an embroidery foot

TIP: When selecting collage fabric, look 
to botanicals; they have wonderful 
movement that can help shape the 
anatomy. Avoid solids. Choose a color 
theme—for example, orange—and 
then look for a range of value, selecting 
peaches, oranges, and rusts. Directional 
prints are great. Don’t forget a black scrap 
for the eye plus a gold scrap for the iris.)

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lorraine Turner

Animals speak to me and I support them in a 

number of ways. I honor them in fabric in my 

collage work. I love floral and patterned fabric 

and find they lend so much liveliness to the animals I 

portray in my work.

I work from a photo or sketch and always begins with the 

eyes and nose first—the eye is the window to the soul, after 

all, and their personalities virtually jump out to express 

themselves and lead me forward as I work.
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NOTE: You’re not thread painting now, 
just attaching the pieces to the base. Don’t 
overstitch.

9. To enhance the eye, load the top and 

bottom with black thread. Stitch 

around the outside of the eye twice. 

Change the top and bottom thread 

to a shade that is slightly darker than 

the gold iris and stitch in a radial 

direction like a starburst, but try 

not to stitch in the very center; the 

pupil. Switch back to black thread 

(bobbin as well) and starting in the 

center fill in a small black circle. 

Finally, switch to white thread top 

and bottom and add a highlight; top 

left, around 10 o’clock. (figure 1)

10. Use the pattern pieces to cut out 

additional fabrics. Some, like the 

body of the duckling, will be large 

so use the pattern as a guide; you’ll 

want to incorporate many fabrics to 

collage the body. (figure 2)

TIP: Study your fabrics and allow them to 
do the ‘work.’ In other words, if you have a 
paisley print, position the curve to go in same 
direction as the growth of the feathers. Fussy 
cut these shapes to build the collage. Be sure 
to look at the reference pattern to see where 
the shaded areas are and choose fabrics 
that will provide contrast. The base of the 
duckling appears in shadow, for example, so 
be sure to use darker fabrics to illustrate this. 

Figure 1 Figure 2

Process photos courtesy of the artist
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Thread paint and 
complete the piece
1. Select the colors of thread by looking at 

the fabrics. If it is yellow, then choose 

a shade close to this. It does NOT have 

to be exact. You will be changing thread 

colors frequently in these steps.

2. Stitch in the same direction of the 

feathers all around the body, working 

on one section at a time. Use the intact 

pattern as a reference. You do not need 

to cover every area or stitch every 

feather. You are simply adding threads 

to imply the direction of the anatomy. 

Stitch back and forth in a free-motion 

style, but try not to zigzag or it will 

look too patchy. 

3. Jump around to different areas, if 

desired. For instance, if you have 

pink in several areas, you may wish 

to do all of those sections before 

switching to another thread color. 

You are blending all of the textiles 

together. Be sure to allow the 

beautiful fabrics to show through, 

as there should be a happy balance 

between fabric and thread. (figure 3)

NOTE: This is raw-edge appliqué so there will 
be some fraying; it is wall art that will not be 
laundered so additional fraying is unlikely. 
Fraying actually adds to the organic look of 
the feathers and I welcome it. 

4. When the thread painting is 

complete, press. Finish as desired to 

create a wall quilt or framed art. 

NOTE: I do not usually remove the tear-away 
stabilizer but that is a personal preference. 

calicohorses.com

Figure 3

Quilting Arts TV
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Rachel’s Tips for Success
1. Transfer all of the pattern markings, 

including the center line, to the paper 

tracing. 

2. Build the facing piece to the exact size of 

the pattern piece, plus seam allowances. 

It can be a single fabric or pieced. The 

piecing will all be on the inside of the 

garment.

3. Add a solid strip of fabric on one long 

edge of the pieced facing. This edge piece 

is sewn, right sides together, to the front 

side of the garment and acts visually as a 

binding when the facing is folded to the 

inside and the piece is finished.

4. Pressing is essential: Before pinning the 

facing to the garment, the solid strip is 

pressed at the fold line and the seam 

allowance line for accuracy. 

Wearable Art: Hems and Facings 
by Rachel D.K. Clark

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Unhemmed coat plus the pattern it was 

created from

• Pattern paper or examination paper

Optional 

• Interfacing

Rachel D.K. Clark and host Susan Brubaker Knapp

The faced hem is not only functional, but, with 

some creativity, it can add contrast, carry the 

theme or color into the inside of the garment, 

provide the suggestion of a bound edge, or add a whimsical 

touch. 

This technique works for straight, scalloped, asymmetrical, 

geometric, or zigzag edges—although a straight facing 

is the simplest and what I describe below. This is an 

intermediate technique that assumes some experience in 

garment making and alterations.

InstructIons

Draft a hem facing
1. Pin the back and front paper 

pattern pieces together at the 

side seam. Choose the width of 

the hem facing; let’s assume a 3" 

finished facing for this project.

2. On the pinned pattern pieces, 

make a 3" mark in equal intervals 

from the bottom edge between 

the front and the center back. Use 

a ruler to connect the marks to 

a continuous line. You have now 

created the hem facing pattern.

3. Trace the shape of the hem facing 

onto pattern paper. Add a seam 

allowance along both of the long 

edges and at the center back seam. 

NOTE: This is the pattern for half of the 
coat; you will need 2 facings. 

Add the facing  
to the garment
1. Place sewn strips of piecing 

along the facing pattern to test 

for length. Add additional pieced 

strips, as needed. Carefully trim 

to fit the pattern piece. Make 2 

hem facings.

2. If you wish to apply interfacing, 

cut it to fit the facing pattern and 

apply it to the hem facings at this 

stage.

3. Sew the 2 hem facings to create 1 

long facing. 

NOTE: This may differ, depending on 
the coat pattern you are using. Do not 
do this if there a split hem or similar 
feature in the pattern you are using, 
for example, and follow the pattern’s 
general instructions instead.

4. Pin the facing to outside of the 

garment, right sides together, 

aligning the edges. Stitch along 

the bottom edge. Turn the facing 

to the inside; under stitch, if 

desired; and press. Stitch the top 

edge of the facing to the lining 

using your preferred method. 

rdkc.com
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InstructIons
1. Select a paper towel that has a color palette you like. It does 

not have to be fully saturated with color for this process to 

work. If you like it, it’s suitable. Be sure the paper towel has 

been dry for at least 24 hours. 

2. Cover the ironing board with a cloth to protect the surface. 

Set the iron to high and gently iron the paper towel to ease 

out any wrinkles, covering it with another clean cloth to 

minimize any damage or color transfer.

TIP: If wrinkles persist, lightly mist the paper towel and iron gently to 
smooth the surface. Even hole-y paper towels that used to be in a tight 
wad can be salvaged. 

3. Select and size an image for transfer. Using photo editing 

software, be sure to flip the image if directionality is 

important. This is key for any images that include letters. 

Note that anything that appears white or clear in the image 

will be transparent, allowing the colors on the paper towel to 

show through. 

4. Print the image onto the iron-on transfer paper product 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Cut out the 

printed image. 

Drop Cloth Paper Towels
by Vivien Zepf

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Paper towels that have absorbed color during paint 

and dye project clean-up (See tip below.)

• Iron

• Cloths to protect the iron, work, and ironing board 

surfaces 

• Sewing machine, fitted with a size 70 jeans or sharps 

needle

• Fluid acrylic medium (I prefer a matte finish.)

• Foam brush

• Your own drawn or photographed images or other 

copyright-free imagery for printing 

• Iron-on transfer paper (I use Lesley Riley’s TAP—

Transfer Artist Paper.)

• Computer with image-editing software

• Ink jet printer

Optional

• Paper-backed fusible (I use Pellon® Wonder-Under®.)

• Additional paints, stamps, inks, and brushes

TIP: Use towels randomly for clean-up so you’re less likely to 
“curate” a color palette. This is the perfect place to allow for 
unexpected color combinations. I prefer white paper towels 
with different textures, but you may prefer paper towels with 
pre-printed patterns.

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Vivien Zepf

I’m constantly sopping up project spills and excess 

paint from bowls and brushes. My go-to clean up 

tool? The humble paper towel. I also place paper 

towels underneath projects to absorb paints which might 

soak through. I let them dry and then reuse the paper 

towels until they’re lovely in their own right, filled with 

unexpected color combinations from all my (ab)use. 

I imagine other artists have similarly beautiful bits in their 

studios. These spent and colored paper towels now go full 

circle, making it into my artwork and adding unexpected 

visual and physical texture. 
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5. Transfer the image to the paper 

towel, following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Use a hot iron setting 

for transfer papers. 

TIP: After the transfer is complete, remember 
not to iron directly over the image or you will 
melt the polymer and make a mess—of the 
image and the iron.

6. Cover a work surface with plastic 

sheeting. Place the paper towel on 

the work surface and lightly cover 

the entire thing with a thin layer of 

fluid acrylic medium. Use a foam 

brush and work from the center of 

the paper towel to the edges. This 

will protect and fortify the paper 

towel for any other manipulations 

you have in mind.

TIP: It’s unnecessary to slather the paper 
towel with fluid acrylic medium. Rather, dab 
to fill in any creases. Don’t obsess about full 
coverage.

7. Allow the fluid acrylic medium to 

dry for 24 hours. You’ll note that the 

hand of the paper towel will have 

changed. It will still be supple, but a 

bit stiffer. 

8. Use the paper towels for a myriad of 

projects including collage, appliqué, 

and sewing. 

vivienzepf.com

Oh, So Many Uses
Collage: Use the paper towels as you would any other paper product. The texture and 
colors will make it a particularly lovely element. Further embellish the paper towel with 
paint or stamps.

Appliqué: I suggest using a paper-backed fusible web with the design already drawn in 
order to minimize the chance of puncturing the paper towel while sketching. Adhere the 
fusible to the back of the paper towel as you would a cotton fabric. Cut out the design and 
fuse it to the selected background. You may stitch around the edges or leave them be. The 
fused paper towels will not fray. 

TIP: Use a size 70 sharps or jeans needle so the machine neatly punctures, as opposed to 
tears, the paper towels.

Sewing: Paper towels can be sewn together or to fabrics for mixed-media compositions. 
Be sure to use a size 70 sharps or jeans needle so the machine neatly punctures the paper 
towels The paper towels will even be sturdy enough to use as traditional quilt binding. 

TIP: Don’t fold artworks that are made with paper towels in order to avoid indelible creases. 
Hang or wrap these artworks around pool noodles for storage or shipping.
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Lutradur® is a translucent non-

woven polyester spun bond product 

manufactured by Pellon®. On bolts, it 

comes 20" wide. It’s nice to use in fiber 

art because:

•  It doesn’t fray

•  It’s easy to color with diluted paint 

(figure 1)

•  It can be cut with a craft blade or a 

crafting heat tool

•  It can be distressed with a crafting 

heat gun

•  It can be printed using an ink-jet 

printer (do not use a laser printer)

Lutradur comes in three weights. 

You may find some at local fabric stores, 

where it is sold for crafting and as a 

stabilizer. It comes in three weights: 

Pellon 2520—25 gram (lightweight); 

Pellon 7020—70 gram (mid-

weight); and Pellon 1020—100 gram 

(heavyweight). 

For this small project, I used the 

midweight (70 gram) Lutradur, and 

didn’t paint it. The lightest weight is 

nice because it is fairly see-through, 

so you can play with layers and 

transparency. 

Art Quilting with Lutradur
by Susan Brubaker Knapp

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Lutradur

• Cotton tone-on-tone batik fabric

• Batting (I used wool.)

• Backing 

• 50wt cotton thread for top and 

bobbin

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp 

Figure 1
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InstructIons
This little project is a type of 

“expanded square” exercise that 

explores positive and negative space. 

You can easily create your own designs. 

Start with a square or rectangle of 

colored paper, and draw a simple design 

that starts on one edge. Cut the design 

out, and flip it out from the square or 

rectangle to create a negative image. 

(figure 2)

1. Print out the design, and cut a piece 

of Lutradur the size of the square or 

rectangle. 

2. Trace the design onto the Lutradur 

with a pencil. (figure 3) Cut it out 

with sharp scissors, taking care not 

to cut into the design.

3. Layer the batik fabric on top of the 

wool batting and backing. 

4. Carefully center the design and pin 

it. (figure 4)

5. Free-motion quilt the design down. 

(figure 5)

6. Complete the project as desired. 

bluemoonriver.com

Resources
Fabulous Fabric art with lutradur  

by Lesley Riley 

lutradur and the new Fibers 

by Wendy Cotgterill 

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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InstructIons
Unless otherwise noted, all seams allowances are 1/4". 

1. Following the Cutting Chart, cut out all fabric, interfacing, 

and fusible fleece. Center and fuse the interfacing to the 

reverse side of the exterior bag pieces—front, back, and cell 

phone pocket—following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Center and fuse the fleece to the reverse of the exterior bag 

pieces as well, following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

NOTE: The interfacing and fleece are smaller than the fabric to reduce 
bulk in the seams.

Zippered Cross Body Bag
by Candy Glendening

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• 1/2 yard quilting weight cotton for exterior and strap

• 1 fat quarter* quilting weight cotton for lining

• 1/4 yard strap fabric

• 1 yard mid-weight woven fusible interfacing (I use 

Pellon® SF101 Shape-Flex®.) 

• 1/4 yard fusible fleece

• 6" zipper 

• Scrap of paper-backed fusible web (I use Pellon 

Wonder-Under®.)

• Contrasting thread for decorative quilting and 

coordinating thread for construction and topstitching 

(I use 30wt cotton.)

• Sewing machine with free-motion capabilities plus 

walking foot, free-motion quilting foot, zipper foot

*Fat quarter = 18" x 20"

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Candy Glendening

As fabric artists, we have or create lovely pieces 

of fabric because they bring us joy. If you could 

take a small piece of treasured fabric and use 

it to create a simple bag that allowed you to carry your 

essentials in a uniquely stylish ways, why wouldn’t you? 

This bag is designed to do just that; in this example, I 

indigo dyed a piece of fabric using a glue resist technique 

to create the front of a bag that was perfect for a little bit of 

free-motion thread sketching.

CUTTING CHART Quantity  
to cut 

Width Height Width Height Width Height

Exterior fabric: front and back 2 81/2" 91/2" 81/4" 91/4" 71/2" 81/2"

Exterior fabric: cell phone pocket 1 81/2" 8" 81/4" 73/4" 71/2" 7"

Exterior fabric: strap** 1 2" 60" 1" 59"

Exterior fabric: strap loops 1 4" 5" 2" 5"

Exterior fabric: zipper tabs 1 21/2" 5"

Paper-backed fusible web 1 11⁄8" 5"  

Lining fabric: bag interior 2 81/2" 9"

Lining fabric: cell phone pocket lining 1 81/2" 8"

** Cut 2 (2" x 40") strips from the exterior fabric before cutting the other pieces. Sew them together with a diagonal seam to create 1 long strip. 
Press the seam open. Cut 1 fabric strap 2" x 60". Cut fusible strip lengths to equal 59".

Interfacing Fusible FleeceFabric

Quilting Arts TV
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2. Center the interfacing on the reverse side of the strap and 

strap loops pieces. Fuse. On the strap only, press the 1/2" of 

fabric at the ends of the piece in toward the interfacing. Using 

the edges of the interfacing to guide the pressing, fold both 

long edges into the center of the reverse side of the fabric. 

Fold again, lengthwise, and press the strap and loop pieces. 

Topstitch along both long edges of the strap loop piece and 

all edges of the strap piece. Cut the strap loop fabric in half 

to create 2 strap loops. Set aside.

TIP: Butt fusible strip lengths together along the strap, as needed.

3. Fold the zipper tabs piece in half, matching the long edges, 

reverse sides together; press. Open this up and fold each long 

edge toward the center fold line and press. Center the paper-

backed fusible web on the interior of the zipper tab and fuse. 

Do not remove the release paper yet. Fold the zipper tab in 

half again, lengthwise, and re-press. Cut the zipper tab piece 

in half to create 2 zipper tabs. Trim the ends of the zipper 

tape to 1/2". Remove the release paper from the tabs. Slide 

each end of the zipper into the center of a zipper tab; fuse. 

Topstitch the zipper tab to secure it to the ends of the zipper 

tape and trim the side edges of the tab so they’re even with 

the finished edges of the zipper.

4. Place the walking foot on the sewing machine and 

coordinating thread for the exterior. Quilt simple lines on 

the front, back, and pocket to secure the fleece to the fabric. 

Change thread to a contrasting thread,  change the foot 

and set up the machine up for free-motion quilting, and 

free-motion thread sketch some decorative elements on the 

pieces, as desired—I stitched a mother bird and her baby.

5. Switch back to coordinating thread and a standard piecing 

foot or zipper foot for the rest of the construction. 

6. Make the pocket by placing the lining and pocket right sides 

together, stitching along the top only. Fold right sides out 

and press. Topstitch across the top of the pocket.

7. Place the pocket on top of the exterior back, both pieces right 

side facing up, aligning the bottom edges; baste the pocket to 

the back. Baste strap loops folded in half, raw edges aligned 

with raw edges of the bag exterior back, right above the 

pocket.

8. Center a raw edge of the zipper along the top edge of the 

bag front, with the right side of the zipper facing down and 

right side of the bag front facing up. Baste a scant 1/4" seam 

from the raw edge, moving the zipper head away from 

the needle as you stitch. Place the lining right side down 

across the zipper, with the top and side raw edges aligning 

(the lining is intentionally shorter than the bag exterior). 

Sew a generous 1/4" seam from the raw edge, moving the 

zipper head away from the needle as you stitch. Fold the 

lining over the zipper to the back of the bag front and 

press. Repeat these steps for the bag back, making sure 

the cell phone pocket bottom is at the bottom of the bag. 

Folding the lining pieces temporarily out of the way, 

topstitch along the edges of the zipper.

9. Partially unzip the zipper and fold the right sides of the 

bag front and back together, the right sides of the lining 

will face each other as well. Pin the raw edges of the bag 

together, starting on either side of the zipper making sure 

the front and back top seams meet at the edge.

10. Starting on the outer bottom edge of the lining, sew with 

a 1/2" seam allowance around the edges of the bag, 

stitching back and forth to reinforce the strap loops, 

ending near where you started on the lining. Leave several 

inches in the bottom lining for a turning gap. Clip the 4 

corners and then turn the bag inside out. Push the corners 

out well using a knitting needle or chopstick. Stitch the 

turning gap in the lining shut. Push the lining into the 

bag and then press the bag well. Insert the strap into the 

strap loops, knotting each end. 

candiedfabrics.com
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I also belong to some national 

organizations, most notably, Studio Art 

Quilt Associates (SAQA) and a small 

local group of like-minded fiber artists. 

Each of these communities has its 

benefits, so let’s take a look at those.

The art center as a 
community 

My community of multi-talented 

and varied artists at MAC helps me see 

my work as art, not just art quilts. My 

exposure to different media, exhibits, 

and class opportunities also stretch 

me as an artist. It also allows me to 

introduce fiber as an art medium to 

visitors who don’t always see it that 

way! 

Finding Community as an Art Quilter
by Jill Kerttula

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; C+T Publishing; 

Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Jill Kerttula

We all work differently and require different 

environments to work within. I am a resident 

artist in our local art center, The McGuffey 

Art Center (MAC) in Charlottesville, Virginia. MAC houses 

about 40 artists in studios and is the home base for another 

150+ non-resident members. It has five exhibit spaces. We 

are a co-op subsidized by the city. This means that we are 

very lucky to have low rent, but are also required to be open 

to the public and self-govern the members and our premises. 

Quilting Arts TV
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I would highly recommend that you stretch your artistic 

wings and become part of the larger art community in your 

area. You can find community in many different ways—visit 

local museums, take general art classes wherever you can find 

them. If there is not a community in your area, find one online. 

Seeing different forms of art and seeing other peoples’ visions 

are very important for your growth in fiber art.

Other suggestions for interacting with 
a local art center
Life drawing

There are several life drawing sessions held each week 

at our local art center. I have used my drawings from these 

sessions to try out some new techniques in my fiber art.

Collaboration
I was a participant in a collaborative exhibit with two other 

artists. The pieces in the show were made by a woodworker, a 

ceramicist, and me, a quilt artist. Each piece was the result of 

at least two media—and two artists working together—in the 

making! (figure 1)

Benefits and consideration for 
finding a community of artists

• Interaction and casual conversation with other artists 
lead to discussions and shared knowledge about style, 
business practices, suppliers, critique and advice; I have 
learned a lot.

• Exposure to new media possibilities within my art; I 
can’t wait to add paint or encaustic to my work.

• Cross media collaboration; I have done a group show 
with artists working in other media. 

• Participation in life drawing sessions; they continue to 
train both my hand and my eye. 

• Solo and group show opportunities; this incentive helps 
my production goals.

• Sales opportunities in the gift shop, out of my studio, 
and through exhibiting.

• Classroom availability for teaching.

Join a large group
Here are some benefits and consideration for joining an 
international or national community:

• Networking—I have seen people reach around the world for 
a specific fabric, ask about resource in places they are going as 
tourists, offers of housing in far off places or in the next state.

• Insight—See trends or different styles from all over the world 
both in exhibits and online.

• Exhibit—Opportunities for shows and exhibits that travel all 
over the world.

• Professionalism—Credibility by association with a 
professional artist group.

• Diversity—Exposure for both yourself and your work through 
the many activities and opportunities.

• Friendships—Even those formed online can be very powerful! 

Figure 1

National or international organizations 
SAQA is the international organization in which I am most 

active, but there are many organizations that would also provide 

a larger picture of what is happening with quilting and fiber art 

around the world. I never would have guessed that I could easily 

connect with fellow artists in Australia, Europe, Asia, South 

America, and the Middle East. A large group is one way to make 

the world a bit smaller and more friendly while expanding your 

art! Much of the interaction in this community is online but we 

also meet at annual conferences, workshops, or while traveling.

Quilting Arts TV
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Small group as a community 
Consider creating a smaller art community of artist friends 

or collaborators. This works especially well if you are local to 

one another and can meet regularly in person for sharing and 

critique.

I belong to such a group—we are six fiber artists and we call 

ourselves Fiber Transformed. We meet monthly and retreat for a 

week annually. We also exhibit as a group about once a year. An 

important consideration for the formation of these types of groups is 

that we are all about at the same place in our art journey. We wanted 

a group of peers so we could easily show and critique together. 

Many of us have been members of, or still belong to, larger 

quilt guilds or groups—and they are great, too—but sometimes 

there can be too many people with too many different goals and 

levels of experience for our needs. We may be in the minority, as 

art quilters, in a larger group with more diverse interests. 

I highly encourage you to find a small group of like-minded 

artistic people, even if you are already active in a guild, to share with 

consistently. It will keep you motivated and expand your work.

The community of self
The last community I will address—and it is probably the most 

important—is the community of self. 

Benefits of a small group 
• Show opportunities—Either as a group or in support of 

each other’s shows.

• New ideas—I had sworn I would never dye until we went 
on our retreat. This past year, we tried about four or five 
different types of dyeing. Now I am doing it regularly!

• Peer critique—We bring work or work-in-progress to 
monthly meetings.

• Shared interest and friendship—We connect with one 
another to go to museums and other fiber-related 
activities.

• Annual retreat—A week of total immersion in our art  
and a chance to explore new ideas with each other. 

Art is ultimately a solitary endeavor. We need to find that 

which is inside us to be able to add voice to it. We need to 

experiment. We need to practice. 

My studio is outside my home, so that is pretty easy for me. 

(figure 2) I treat it like a job. I go every morning and stay most 

of the day. I make sure to spend a few days periodically with no 

music, no distractions, and the door closed, so the only thing I 

listen to is myself. I encourage you to do that also. This world 

is so crazy and noisy and demanding, that we often don’t take 

that time. Figure 2
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Doing a self-portrait now and then is 

also a great way to look within! (figure 3)

Other opportunities
A few years ago, I applied for and 

received a position as the Artist in 

Residence at the Great Smoky Mountains 

National Park. That meant I spent one 

month in a small apartment within the 

park by myself. No family. No TV.  

No Wi-Fi. Very little radio reception or 

phone service. Every day was hiking, 

taking photos, and working on my art. It 

was glorious and such a gift. 

From this experience came a deep 

sense of direction and a series of many 

quilts. If you want to know more about 

my park experience, I have many blog 

entries about it at jillkerttula.com/

blog/category/locale-smoky-mountain-

residency .

The park experience was a huge 

opportunity and not one that everyone 

can participate in, but we can all take 

more time for self-reflection and inner 

community. 

jillkerttula.com

Figure 3
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This little needle case does the trick! 

After seeing quilter Chawne Kimber’s 

nifty trick for pre-threading needles 

(she shared this on social media in 

February 2020), I loaded up my card of 

sashiko thread with a dozen needles and 

designed a needle book with a pocket. 

The pocket holds the threaded needles, 

the felt insert holds the used needles, 

and the button closure keeps everything 

organized.

InstructIons
This needle case is made using two 

rectangles of fabric (one for the outside, 

the other for the lining) which are 

layered and then stitched together. 

After the piece is turned right side out, 

it is folded to create a pocket and then 

topstitched to hold the entire piece 

together.

Needle Case
by Vivika Hansen DeNegre

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
Makes 1 tri-folded needle case, 3" x 4"

• 41/2" x 121/2" piece of outer fabric or 

a variety of fabric scraps (I pieced 

the outer fabric, but a single piece of 

fabric works just as well.)

• 41/2" x 121/2" lining fabric

• 2" x 3" felt

• Button

• Perle cotton

• Crochet hook

Optional

• Topstitching foot

• Scrap of fabric 

• Scrap of fusible web

• Pinking rotary cutter blade

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Vivika Hansen DeNegre

As an art quilter who often travels, I am always 

looking for a beautiful—and functional—way to 

transport my tools. In the past, I’ve always used 

a tin or plastic carrying case for things like small projects, 

scissors, needles, and thread. Those work just fine, but they 

don’t satisfy the need for beauty as well as functionality 

when it comes to handwork.

Quilting Arts TV
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1. If piecing scraps together for the 

outer fabric of the needle case, do 

so and trim the resulting pieced 

fabric to 41/2" x 121/2". After piecing, 

press the seams to one side and 

topstitch them down with a neutral 

thread to create a sturdier finished 

seam. (figure 1)

2. Layer the lining on top of the outer 

fabric, right sides together. Sew 

around the entire piece using a 1/4" 

seam allowance. Clip the corners.

3. Make a 11/2" slit in the lining near 

the short end that will be folded over 

to create the pocket. Turn the needle 

case right side out through the slit. 

Push the corners out making sharp 

points. Press. (figure 2)

NOTE: The slit will be protected inside the 
pocket and does not need to be covered. If 
you want to cover it, fuse a scrap of fabric 
over it to secure. 

4. Fold the short end of the fabric 

(the end with the slit) creating a 

3" pocket and secure it with pins. 

Starting in the center of the needle 

case, topstitch around the entire 

outside edge, catching the fold as 

you go and securing the pocket in 

place. (figure 3)

5. Cut the felt to size using a rotary 

cutter with a plain or pinking blade. 

Sew the felt next to the pocket. 

(figure 4)

6. Create a crochet chain long enough 

to hook around your button. Attach 

it to the center of the short end 

opposite the pocket. Fold the needle 

case and determine the placement of 

the button. Stitch it in place. 

quiltingdaily.com

Figure 1

Figure 2
Figure 3

Figure 4

Vivika learned this trick for pre-threading needles from a social media post by Chawne Kimber.
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InstructIons

Get started
1. Slip the printed doodle sheet into the 

sheet protector. Use a fine-tipped dry 

erase marker to trace over the designs 

and practice filling in the rest of the 

area on your own. Use a small scrap of 

batting or tissue to erase markings and 

reuse for future doodle sessions.

2. Make a quilt sandwich with the 2 fat 

quarters and batting. Baste with pins 

or spray. Follow these tips for getting 

your pebble quilting to the next level.

Turn these 3 common 
pebbles woes into whoas!
Pebble Woe #1: Different  
sized pebbles
Stitching uniformly sized pebbles can 

be a challenge, especially as you strive 

to achieve a consistent density. It is 

common to stitch larger and larger 

pebbles, or smaller and smaller as you 

work your way across an area to be 

quilted.

Pro Tip #1: Keep something nearby as 

a size reference to periodically check 

against your stitched pebbles. You 

can use a dot price sticker, a coin, 

thread spool base, or any other small 

round shape that can be kept nearby 

to compare your quilted pebbles for 

consistency. (figure 1) 

Pro Tip #2: When approaching an edge 

or boundary, it’s OK to stitch a partial 

pebble to maintain a consistent size and 

density. 

Free-Motion Quilting 
Turn pebble woes into whoas!
by Mel Beach

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Printed copy of ‘Pebble Woes into 

Whoas! Doodle Sheet’

• Plastic sheet protector

• Fine-tipped dry erase marker

• 2 fat quarters, 18" x 22" (I use 

solids to more easily see the 

stitches.)

• Low-loft batting, 18" x 22"

• Basting pins or spray

• Sewing machine with free-motion 

capability and needle-down 

setting

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Mel Beach
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Free-motion quilted pebbles are one of my go-to 

motifs, as they are versatile and add beautiful 

texture to any quilt project. Like any new skill, 

it may involve some practice to become proficient. When 

first learning to free-motion quilt pebbles, it is common 

to experience some challenges. Let’s turn some of these 

common pebble ‘woes’ into pebble ‘whoas!’ with these tips 

and tricks.

Figure 1
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Pro Tip #3: Who says all your pebbles 

need to be uniform size? Mixing up 

the sizes of your stitched pebbles adds 

design interest plus it is easier to fill in 

a variety of shapes, especially along the 

perimeter of the shape you are filling. 

Establish a maximum—and especially 

a minimum size, so you don’t end up 

quilting grains of sand! (figure 2) 

Pebble Woe #2: Stitching 
imperfect circles
Many quilters associate pebble quilting 

with perfect circles, which may require 

time and practice to perfect.

Pro Tip #4: Stitch around a price dot 

sticker to help guide your circular 

stitching. Avoid stitching through the 

sticker, however. While it will not 

damage your machine or needle, it may 

require the use of tweezers to remove 

bits of sticker from your stitching.

Pro Tip #5: Turn to nature for pebble 

inspiration. Very rarely do you find 

perfectly circular pebbles in nature. 

Celebrate imperfection by stitching 

ovals, jellybeans, and other pebble-like 

shapes! (figure 3) 

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Pebble Woe #3: Wobbles and 
bobbles while traveling over 
previous lines of stitching
Pebble quilting involves stitching over 

previous lines of quilting to start your 

next pebble. It can take some practice 

to master travel stitching. Here are some 

tips for success.

Pro Tip #6: Using a finer thread, such 

as a 50wt, in a color that matches your 

quilt top will help disguise any wobbles 

or bobbles in your travel stitches.

Pro Tip #7: Stitch each pebble 3–4 times 

to create river rocks. Not only will 

this help you develop muscle memory, 

but the extra lines of stitching yields 

amazing stitched texture! (figure 4) 

Pro Tip #8: Minimize the need for travel 

stitching by overlapping pebbles to 

create floating bubbles. (figure 5) 

melbeachquilts.com
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Pebble Woes into Whoas! Doodle Sheet 

Print a copy and slip into a plastic sheet protector. Use a fine tip, dry-erase marker to trace and doodle the designs. 

One Size/Filling In Around Edges Mix Up Sizes Ovals 

 

Jellybeans River Rocks Bubbles 

*  Use a scrap of batting or tissue to erase dry erase markings from sheet protector and reuse for future 
doodle sessions. 

© Mel Beach Quilts, 2019, www.melbeachquilts.com 

*Use a scrap of batting or tissue to erase dry erase markings from sheet protector and reuse for future doodle sessions.
Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 100%.

©Mel Beach Quilts, 2019, www.melbeachquilts.com

Pebble Woes into Whoas! Doodle Sheet
Print a copy and slip into a plastic sheet protector. Use a fine tip, dry-erase marker to trace and doodle the designs. 
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Tips for Quilting with Silk Threads
by Beth Schillig

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; C+T Publishing; 

Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Beth Schillig

Ahhhh, silk! That luscious, luxurious thread we all 

hold in such high esteem. Hand appliquérs have 

used it for years, but some people are hesitant to 

use it for machine quilting. Don’t be! 100wt silk thread has 

many great qualities that make it a perfect machine quilting 

thread for beginners as well as seasoned quilters.

Machine Set-Up Tips
• Set up your machine for  

free-motion quilting; for most 
of us that means dropping the 
feed dogs and installing a  
free-motion presser foot.

• Replace the machine needle 
with a fresh one. I use size 
70/10 or 80/12 Microtex 
needle.

• Loosen the upper tension 
slightly until the bobbin thread 
does not show on top.

• Save the silk thread for the top 
and use a very fine thread for 
the bobbin.

• If you have a straight stitch 
needle plate, use it. The small 
hole prevents the fabric from 
going down into the bobbin 
area.
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Why choose silk thread 
for free-motion quilting?

Color: As quilters and artists, we 

are always concerned about color. 

Sometimes we want our quilting thread 

to match or blend with the quilt and 

sometimes we want it to stand out and 

be ‘heard.’ 100wt silk thread can do 

either! Because it is so fine it is almost 

translucent and one color can blend with 

many background fabrics. 

Do a thread pull test. Pull out a 

few yards of several colors and drape 

the thread over the quilt. What color 

looks best or does what you want it 

to do? Often, I make a different color 

choice than I expected before this ‘test.’ 

100wt silk thread can blend and flow so 

easily. Yet, use a bright color on a dark 

background and it really shows up and 

shines!

Stitch length is easier to control with 

fine thread. It stands to reason: A heavy 

thread needs a longer stitch length; it 

takes up more room. A fine thread works 

with a smaller length; it takes up less 

room. 

When free-motion quilting on a home 

machine, it can be a challenge to keep 

stitch length consistent. The longer the 

stitch length, the harder it is to keep 

consistent. Smaller, shorter stitches 

are simply easier to control. 100wt silk 

thread is actually easier to quilt with and 

more forgiving than other threads.

Control: When quilting fine design 

details, such as pebbles, you can get 

smoother circles because you can make 

smaller stitches. When quilting designs 

with numerous overlapping stitches, 

such as orange peels, the overlaps will 

not build up due to the finer thread. 

When quilting designs where you need 

to do a lot of backtracking, such as 

feathers, it will not be as noticeable due 

to the finer thread.

Value: Because the thread is fine, a 

spool of silk thread may look the same as 

a heavier weight cotton thread but there 

is a lot on each spool. It goes a longggg 

way! Your initial investment may seem 

pricey, but you truly get a lot of mileage 

out of each spool.

Try 100wt silk thread—I think you’ll 

love it as much as I do. I have used both 

YLI and Superior® Threads 100wt silk 

thread with great results. 

bethschillig.com
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I realized I could achieve this same look using fabric and 

developed a way to create broken color in fabric. I use this 

technique frequently and am always delighted with the 

excitement it brings to my designs. I call the underlying color 

the ‘channel background.’ Variations in the widths of the channel 

background give it a painterly look.

InstructIons
1. Draw a 1/4" seam allowance on the paper with a felt tip pen. 

Inside the seam allowance, create a line drawing as a pattern 

for the quilt. Sequentially number each separate piece on the 

front side of the design, including foreground, mid-ground, 

and background.

2. Flip the paper pattern over and trace over the original lines 

in black felt tip pen. Write ‘back’ on this side. 

3. Place the paper pattern back side up on your work surface. 

Trim 1 of the fusible web squares to 13" square. Center the 

fusible, paper side up, on top of the pattern. Trace all of the 

pattern lines onto the paper-backed fusible, including the 

seam allowance lines. Number these shapes as you did the 

front side. 

Broken Color Fusible Appliqué
by Denise Oyama Miller

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Material
Makes one 12" x 12" quilt.

• 121/2" square of paper 

• Black felt tip pen, very fine point

• 2 (14") squares paper-backed fusible web (I used 

Wonder-Under®.)

• #2 pencil (not a mechanical pencil)

• 13" square solid fabric for the channel background

• Fabric for the appliqué elements 

• Transfer paper (I used Transdoodle™.)

• Paper or craft scissors

• Cutting blade or craft knife (I used an X-ACTO® 

knife.)

• Glass-head (heat-resistant) pins 

• Parchment paper or pressing sheet 

• 14" square backing fabric

• 14" square batting or acrylic felt

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Denise Oyama Miller

I was inspired to create this broken color technique 

after taking a painting class at a local community 

college. The students were introduced to the ‘broken 

color technique’ used by the Impressionists in the second 

half of the 19th century. The Impressionists often started by 

painting the canvas one color, frequently burnt sienna for 

landscapes. The artist would add small but distinct brush 

strokes, leaving spaces between them. Since the canvas was 

pre-painted with burnt sienna, this color would show up 

throughout the painting. 
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NOTE: These pattern pieces are mirror image 
of the front side of the paper pattern. 

4. Select fabric for the appliqué pieces. 

5. Place the channel background 

right side up on the table. Place the 

transfer paper (transfer side down) 

on top. Then place the paper pattern 

right-side up as a top layer. The 

transfer paper must be larger than 

the paper pattern. Clip or pin the 

layers together at the corners and 

midpoints of the sides around the 

outside edge. Trace all of the lines 

with a pencil—not too pointy or 

you may pierce the transfer paper—

including the seam allowance. 

TIP: Take a picture of the front side of the 
fabric with the numbers of the pieces visible. 
This reference photo is particularly important 
when working on larger quilts. 

6. Cut out the pattern pieces on the 

fusible using a cutting blade and 

mat or sharp paper scissors. Iron 

the fusible to the wrong side of the 

selected fabric. Trim each appliqué 

piece slightly smaller than the 

pattern—approximately 1⁄16"–1⁄8"—

on all sides. You do not need to be 

‘perfect’ in trimming; an organic, 

hand-trimmed look is desirable. 

Making these pieces smaller will 

allow the channel background fabric 

to show through.

7. Remove the paper and place each 

cut appliqué piece on the channel 

background in the same numbered 

order of the pattern and pin using 

glass-head (heat-resistant) pins. 

When you are satisfied with the 

arrangement, fuse using parchment 

paper to protect the iron and ironing 

surface. 

8. Fuse the remaining square of 

fusible web to the wrong side of 

the backing. Once cool, remove the 

paper backing from the fusible and 

center it onto the batting or felt. 

Fuse.

9. Place the quilt top onto the batting. 

Baste. Quilt as desired. 

10. Trim the quilt to 121/2" square if 

binding or facing the quilt. Trim 

slightly smaller if finishing with a 

zigzag or satin stitch edging. Finish 

the quilt using your preferred 

method. 

deniseoyamamiller.com
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This process jumpstarted my exploration into 

block manipulation. I began to sew new Ohio 

Star blocks, this time with the express purpose 

of slicing them into smaller component 

squares. When sewn together, something 

magical happens: These small squares combine 

to create complex visual compositions that are 

dynamic and perfect to use in many projects.

Block Metamorphosis 
by Vivien Zepf

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• A variety of cotton 

fabrics, each at least 

41/2" square, or washed 

and pressed vintage 

star blocks

• Batting

• Backing and binding

• Sewing machine with 

free motion quilting 

capability and 1/4" 

foot, walking foot, and 

zigzag foot

Optional 

• Appliqué element

• Fusible web (I use 

Pellon®  

Wonder-Under®.)

• Embellishments 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Vivien Zepf

Several years ago, a friend gave me a stack of vintage 

feed-sack Ohio Star blocks that were too dirty, 

uneven, and worn to use, even after gentle washing 

and pressing. I finally cut them into smaller squares, 

targeting the areas where they were most stable. I used 

these small squares in a new quilt that showcased the 

fabrics and honored the original makers. 

Tips Before You Begin
• An Ohio Star is a nine-patch quilt block made with 5 

plain squares and 4 quarter-square triangle units. I find 
this block simple yet versatile; it provides a balance of 
plain and pieced units that cut up nicely. Other star 
blocks work, too. In fact, any square, pieced block can be 
used in this technique. There are numerous open source 
patterns available online or in reference books so we are 
not providing detailed block instructions here.

• Consider making Ohio Star blocks of different sizes for 
visual interest. I like to make 6", 9", and 12" blocks.

• Select fabrics based on your project goals. For example, 
use fabrics in the same color family from lights to dark 
if the goal is to create a color gradation in the final 
composition. A minimum of 8 fabrics is good for visual 
variety. This project is conducive to using up bits and 
scraps. 

• If you’d like a gradation effect, sew at least 1 block in light, medium, and dark fabrics; 1 block that 
combines lights and mediums; and another that combines mediums and darks. If you’d like to 
transition from 1 color to the next, create a collection of monochromatic blocks and another with all 
the colors sprinkled throughout.

• Sewing perfection isn’t necessary. This isn’t the time to worry about mismatched seams or points. 
Instead, have fun with unusual color or pattern combinations. Color, shade, and pattern help to make 
the final results sing. The finished stars don’t need to look like stars. Mixing up the placement of fabric 
shades and/or colors will lead to more interesting possibilities for the final composition. (figure 1) 

Figure 1
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InstructIons
1.  Sew 5-8 Ohio Star blocks. If using 

premade blocks, go to Step 2.

2. Cut the star blocks into smaller 

squares, taking advantage of seams 

and angles. The cut squares should 

be a minimum of 1/2" smaller than the 

finished squares of the star blocks. In 

other words, cut 21/2" squares from 

a 9" finished block made up of 3" 

finished squares. 

TIP: Save the sewn and cut scraps. These can 
be used to assemble additional small squares, 
if needed.

3. Cut all the squares the same size 

regardless of how large or small the 

original star block is. Each finished 

star block should yield at least 6 cut 

squares for reassembly.

4. Organize the squares into a new 

composition. Consider the balance 

of fabric colors and patterns when 

determining the final arrangement. If 

necessary, fill in gaps in the color story 

by creating new squares sewn from the 

scraps.

5. Sew the squares together using a 

walking foot to manage the seam 

allowance layers. I typically sew things 

together in four-patch arrangements. 

Create a quilt top.

TIP: Press as you go, allowing the fabric to 
dictate which direction to press. If a seam 
allowance is bulky, consider pressing the seams 
open. Steam press or liberally mist with water 
to make the seams behave and lie flat.

6. Layer the quilt top, batting, and 

backing into a quilt sandwich and 

baste. Quilt and bind as desired.  

7. The composition may be appealing 

on its own, however, beadwork, 

printed imagery, or other 

embellishment can work well in 

conjunction with these complex 

backgrounds. I added a bird appliqué 

to the project (pictured) after the 

quilting was completed. I fused 

the bird onto the quilt and then 

zigzagged to catch the outer edge.

NOTE: If you choose not to create a finished 
quilt—or even a quilt top—at this time, save 
the blocks for later manipulation or 
arrangements. Reassembled compositions 
can be sewn into blocks for a modern twist 
on traditional quilts, sewn as elements to be 
incorporated into larger compositions, or cut 
(yes, again!) into elements for appliqué. 

vivienzepf.com
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Remember scratch art? First you 

covered a sheet of paper completely 

with a rainbow of colors, making sure 

to use as many colors as you could 

from the 64 box of crayons. Then you 

covered all of the colors in black paint. 

You waited patiently for it to dry and 

then, armed with toothpicks, you began 

scratching away to reveal the color 

beneath. With some minor tweaks, I’ve 

adapted the concept to fabric—so break 

out your craft knife and let’s get to it!

InstructIons
1. Create a drawing or print the 

pattern. The image should be 18" 

square.

NOTE: To print the pattern provided see the 
notes at the top of the pattern. You must 
print it in a tile format and tape it together. 

2. Create a 22" square base by sewing 

together scraps, strips, squares, and/

or pre-cuts. 

Fiber Scratch Art 
by Earamichia Brown

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky;

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com

Materials
• 18" square black solid 

• Pattern provided or your own 

drawing

• Scraps/pre-cut rolls, bright colors, 

prints—enough to construct a base 

at least 22" square

• Fusible web (I use Pellon® 805 

Wonder-Under®.)

• Masking or painter’s tape

• Craft knife (I use an X-ACTO® 

knife.)

• Pressing sheet or parchment paper 

(I use Goddess Sheet®.)

• 22" square backing 

• 22" square batting

• Sewing machine with free motion 

capability

Optional 

• Embellishments such as rick rack, 

piping, ribbon, etc.

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Earamichia Brown

When I was a little girl, I was always creating 

something. My favorite book was Make 

and do, Volume 11, from childcraFt: the 

how and why library by World Book. There was always 

something exciting to try from things I found around the 

house. 

Fast forward to adulthood and I am still creating things 

from around the house with a focus on fiber. I love to 

incorporate various projects from my childhood into my 

love of all things fiber today. One day, I remembered how I 

loved to create scratch art and decided to incorporate the 

concept into a project for one of my quilt groups.

3. Press the fusible to the black solid 

using the pressing sheet to protect 

the iron and ironing surface.

TIP: Paper-backed fusible provide needed 
stability for the cutting step a little later on.

4. When cool, place the black fabric on 

a cutting mat, fabric facing up, and 

tape the edges to the mat.

5. Place the pattern on top, centered 

on the fabric. Tape the edges down 

as well. Cut out the pieces with the 

craft knife and a fresh blade. Cut out 

and remove only the black portions 

of the pattern.

NOTE: There are some places on the 
pattern—the butterfly’s body and the 
flowers, for example—where additional 
cutting is required to add back details. Cut 
out those detail pieces carefully and set 
them all aside; you will use the original paper 
pattern as a placement guide to place the 
details back down. 
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6. Remove the fusible release paper and place the 

cut-out design on the base, centering it. Using 

the pressing sheet, fuse the black layer onto the 

base layer. Repeat with the cut-out details of the 

butterfly’s body and flowers, and fuse in small 

sections at a time so the pieces don’t shift.

7. Layer the quilt top, batting, and backing to 

create a quilt sandwich. Use coordinating thread 

to quilt the black background and stitch around 

the design elements.

8. Embellish as desired. I sewed rick rack along 

the black to hide the raw edge. On other pieces I 

have added charms and buttons.

9. Trim the piece to 21" square. Bind as desired. 

cocktailsandthread.com
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Your settings for this Block Poster are:
          Pages Wide 2
          Orientation PORTRAIT
          Paper Format LETTER
          Border Setting With Borders

You can find tips on printing, assembling and putting up your poster at
www.blockposters.com

Enjoy your Block Poster!

Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 200%.
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Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 200%.
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Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 200%.
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Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 200%.
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Golden Peak Media grants permission to photocopy this pattern for personal use only. Print pattern at 200%.
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InstructIons
1. Stabilize the fabric by pressing the 

shiny side of the freezer paper to 

the reverse side of the fabric. Place 

the design on a lightbox and trace 

onto the prepared fabric. If using a 

prepared ink jet printer sheet, print 

the design directly onto the fabric. 

TIP: Stabilizing the fabric keeps it smooth 
and taunt, making writing and coloring 
much easier. It will also help in a later step 
when applying the medium. 

2. Use fabric markers to color any lines 

or tiny areas that would be too small 

to precisely ‘paint’ with medium. 

Use a fine permanent pen to write 

the quilt’s information on the label. 

Think ‘who, what, where, and when,’ 

and, maybe, ‘why.’

3. Press the label with a dry iron on its 

hottest setting to set the ink.

Quilt Label Coloring Fun  
by Lauretta Crites

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com

Materials
• Colored pencils (any type 

including watercolor pencils)

• Label design provided or create 

your own

• 81/2" x 51/2" neutral fabric or ink jet 

printer sheet (I use Jacquard®.)

• Freezer paper to stabilize fabric if 

not using ink jet printer sheet

• Fine permanent pen (I use Sakura® 

Micron .05 black.)

• Fabric markers (I use Fabrico™ 

markers and Sakura® Identi-Pen.)

• Textile or fabric medium as sealant 

(I use Delta Creative™ Ceramcoat® 

textile medium.) 

• Paper plate or palette 

• Slant-edge paintbrushes in assorted 

sizes (I use 1⁄8" and 1/4".)

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lauretta Crites

I love to color—it’s a pleasurable pastime I can enjoy 

while actually spending time in the company of my 

family rather than being off on my own in my studio. 

But I wanted more to show for my time than a coloring 

page in a book. When I discovered I could color on fabric, 

a whole new passion for coloring was born. I have colored 

quilts as large as 60" x 90" but it is the most fun on 

small, quick projects making these quilt labels ideal. This 

combines fun with something I know I need to do—label 

my quilts!

4. Color the label using your choice of 

colored pencils, blending colors if 

desired. Press.

TIP: I like to color the edges darker for more 
dimension, use fine tip fabric markers for 
more detail, or apply ink directly on top of 
colored pencil. Press again to set any fresh ink 
before moving on to the next step.

5. Make sure you are happy with 

the depth of color and everything 

is smoothly shaded and blended 

before applying the medium. Place 

a quarter-size puddle of textile 

medium on a plate or palette; have a 

small container of water for cleaning 

the brush and a paper towel standing 

by. Use up the medium on the plate 

and put out more as needed so it 

doesn’t dry out and get gummy.

Quilting Arts TV
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6. Select a paintbrush according to the 

size of the area to be sealed—small 

enough to make it easy to stay in 

the lines but large enough that the 

medium doesn’t dry in the section 

you are sealing before you get it 

all coated. Lightly coat the brush 

with textile medium. Apply textile 

medium on top of the individual 

areas you have colored, starting in the 

center and working out to the edges, 

making sure to cover all the pencil 

color. 

TIP: Starting right on the edge may cause the 
medium to seep into the background, so start 
more toward the center of a shape.

7. Apply medium to one color at a 

time, working from light to dark and 

blotting the paintbrush as you go to 

remove excess color. Rinse the brush 

in water between color changes and 

pat the brush dry on the paper towel 

before picking up more medium—

leaving water in the bristles will cause 

bleeding. If medium goes outside 

of the drawn line, quickly use a 

toothpick or cotton swab to clean it 

up. You will need to apply enough 

medium that it penetrates the fabric 

but not so much that it bleeds into 

the background.

8. Allow the label to air dry. Peel off the 

freezer paper or printer sheet release 

paper. You should be able to see a 

shiny residue coming through the 

fabric on 50%–70% of the of the area 

you have sealed. 

9. If fusing, press fusible web to the 

back of the finished label and trim. 

Fuse to the back of the quilt. If hand 

sewing, trim and fold the edges of the 

label to the back and hand stitch 

along the fold. These labels will stand 

up to gentle washing but should not 

be subjected to regular laundering. 

LaurettaCrites.com
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Quilt Label Template by Lauretta Crites
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InstructIons
The size of the label is up to the maker: 

I prefer labels approximately 6" x 8" so 

they are easy to handle and visible on 

the back of a quilt. 

1. Iron fusible web onto the 

background appliqué fabric and set 

it aside. Do not remove the paper 

backing.

2. Trace the appliqué pieces you 

wish to use as foreground and the 

patch for lettering onto paper-

backed fusible web. If the piece is 

directional, remember to reverse it 

before tracing. Cut out the traced 

image, leaving a small margin 

around the traced line. Fuse to the 

wrong side of the appropriate fabric. 

Cut the appliqué pieces on the line. 

Whimsical Quilt Label
by Vivika Hansen DeNegre

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com  

Materials
• Appliqué pattern pieces 

provided or use your own, 

copyright-free imagery

• Fabric scraps for foreground 

appliqué

• Fabric scraps for background 

appliqué (this is the thin, 

colored fabric behind the hand 

or heart appliqué pieces)

• White or light fabric scraps for 

hand lettering

• Label fabric, 1/4" larger on all 

sides than the finished label

• Paper-backed fusible web

• Permanent fabric marker

• Tear-away stabilizer

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Vivika Hansen DeNegre

I don’t feel that a quilt is ‘done’ until it is bound and 

labeled. Why label your quilt? For so many reasons, 

the most important of which is to identify the 

quiltmaker for generations to come.

We all can make a utilitarian label and attach it to the back 

of a finished quilt, but what about adding a bit of whimsy 

to our labels, especially when the quilt is a gift for a child or 

loved one? The following quilt labels use personal imagery 

I find meaningful—hands and hearts—as the starting point, 

with hand lettering added to complete the task.

Quilting Arts TV
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3. Remove the paper backing from the 

foreground appliqué and fuse it to 

the right side of the background 

applique fabric. Cut around the 

foreground, leaving a 1⁄8" of the 

background applique fabric showing. 

4. Add the white or light patch—this 

is where you’ll add hand lettering 

and sign the quilt label—to the 

foreground and fuse everything to 

the label fabric.  

5. Place a piece of tear-away stabilizer 

on the reverse side of the label. 

Stitch around the edges of the 

main appliqué with a contrasting 

thread and maybe add a little 

thread sketching. Add additional 

embellishment as desired.

6. Add a message on the light or white 

fabric and sign your name. Hand 

stitch the label to the finished quilt. 

quiltingdaily.com
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Handmade Textured Embellishments
Modeling paste + color!
by Margarita Korioth

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; C+T Publishing; 

Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Margarita Korioth

Because I create my own cloth with my own personal 

colors, it is difficult to find embellishments to match 

the fabric. That’s why I started experimenting with 

different materials to create my own. I usually start my 

work with plain white pieces of fabric and color them with 

dyes and paints—sometimes with a project in mind—and 

sometimes not. I like the freedom to put a mark on the 

cloth.

I found that by using light modeling 

paste with a few drops of liquid paint 

I could create my own dimensional 

accents in the colors and shapes 

I wanted. The result is an almost 

weightless and flexible material that is 

easy to sew by hand or machine.

InstructIons
1. Draw simple shapes on your stencil 

material using a permanent marker. 

(Simple geometric shapes work 

best.) Cut on the marked lines 

or use a digital cutter to create 

the stencil. 

2. Scoop a tablespoon of light modeling 

paste into a small container. Add a 

few drops of liquid paint and mix 

well. 

Materials
• Light modeling paste (I used 

Liquitex® Light Modeling Paste.)

• Stencil material (see sidebar)

• Craft knife or scissors (I used an 

X-acto® knife.)

• Permanent marker

• Different colors of liquid paint  

(I used Jacquard® Dye-na-

Flow®.)

• Plastic knife or wooden craft 

sticks

• Small plastic containers

• Old credit card or small 

squeegee

• Freezer paper

• Parchment paper

Optional

• Digital cutter for making stencils

Quilting Arts TV
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3. Place a piece of freezer paper on the table, shiny side up. 

Position your stencil on top. 

4. Scrape a dollop the colored modeling paste over the 

stencil.

5. Use a squeegee or the edge of an old credit card to evenly 

smooth the colored paste over the surface of the stencil. 

6. Carefully lift the stencil, making sure not to disrupt the 

shapes you just created. Position the stencil in another 

area of the freezer paper and repeat. 

7. Once finished, leave the shapes undisturbed until they are 

completely dry. This can take up to 24 hours.

8. Delicately peel the dried shapes from your freezer paper. 

They are ready to use right away or store them in a plastic 

bag for later use.

9. Using a thin needle, sew (by hand or machine) around 

the perimeter of the tiles to attach to the quilt. Alternately, 

attach a small bead through the center of the tile and let 

the edges stay loose. 

NOTE: Always use a piece of parchment paper as a pressing cloth 
when pressing the quilt top. Set the iron to medium heat and keep it 
moving over the embellishments. 

margascrafts.blogspot.com

What is a Good Stencil Material?
• For a one-time stencil, cut 2 small pieces of freezer 

paper approximately 3" × 5". Iron one piece on top 
of the other with plastic, shiny sides touching each 
other. Trace and cut the stencil design from this.

• For a more durable stencil that can be used again 
and again, try a piece of kraft•tex™ craft paper fabric. 
This material is the perfect thickness for this project. 
It is made of paper, so it is easy to cut and it’s also 
washable for repeated uses.

Quilting Arts TV
project 2611-1

Between the time Margarita’s project was featured in Quilting 
Arts Magazine and her appearance on “Quilting Arts TV” Series 
2600, she has continued to experiment with this technique and 
now frequently glues the shapes directly to her art quilts. 

Margarita says, “In addition to hand sewing the shapes to my 
quilts, I discovered they can also be glued onto a quilt top after 
it is fully quilted. The easiest way is to put a few drops of glue on 
the back of each shape and immediately press them in place. I 
use iCraft® Mixed Media Adhesive from Thermo O Web, which is 
transparent when dry and flexible.”

 
—The Editorial Team

http://quiltingartstv.com
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InstructIons

Prepare the quilt base
1. Cut a 71/2" x 81/2" piece from each of the sky fabric, fusible 

web, and felt. 

2. Create a quilt sandwich with the fusible in the center. Place 

between a folded pressing sheet and press, following the 

manufacturer’s directions. 

Dye the cheesecloth
1. Cut 6 pieces of cheesecloth 8" x 3". Saturate them in water.

2. In a plastic cup, add 1 teaspoon of green dye and then put 

3 pieces of cheesecloth in the dye. Repeat with the brown 

dye in a second plastic cup with the remaining pieces of 

cheesecloth. With plastic gloves move the cheesecloth so it is 

completely immersed in the dye.

TIP: Rinse your gloves between touching the different colors of 
cheesecloth for ‘pure’ colors. For a more organic or natural look—
because colors blend in nature—do not rinse and the colors will merge 
somewhat.

3. Let the cheesecloth sit in the dye for 30 minutes and then 

rinse with cold water to remove the excess dye. Wring and 

hang to dry. Dispose of the plastic cups.

Flower Garden Art Quilt
by Ana Sumner

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
Makes a 7" x 8" art quilt

• Fat eighth* or 10" square sky fabric (I use a marble 

batik.)

• Fat eighth or 10" square stepping stone fabric

• 1/4 yard fusible web (I use Mistyfuse®.) 

• 1/4 yard felt (I use National Nonwovens WoolFelt® 

WCF001.)

• 71/2" x 81/2" backing 

• Printed picture or drawing of stepping stones 

• Lightbox or window

• Black marker

• Erasable fabric marker

• 3" x 8" batting scrap

• 1/4 yard nonwoven, fusible stabilizer (I use Pellon® 808 

Craft-Fuse® or, for more firmness, 809 Décor-Bond®.)

• Hand stitching needles (I use milliners sizes 1, 3, and 9.)

• Embroidery floss in colors for grass, dirt, and flower 

centers

• Cheesecloth

• Green and brown fabric dye (I use Rit®.)

• Protective gloves

• Sewing machine with free-motion foot 

• Topstitch 90/14 needle

• Variegated machine thread 

• 10" x 16" pressing sheet (I use Goddess Sheet®.)

• 30 yards of 4 mm silk ribbon of various colors  

(for flowers and leaves) 

• Beads for embellishing flowers

* Fat eighth = 10" x 18" 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Ana Sumner

Gardens make me happy, especially flower 

gardens. When the weather is cold or dreary and 

I can’t see flowers, imakes me sad. So, I gathered 

my sewing and silk ribbon embroidery supplies and made 

my own to enjoy year-round. You can, too!

Quilting Arts TV
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Create the path
1. Cut a 5" x 8" piece from each of the 

stepping stone fabric and fusible 

web. Fuse the web to the reverse 

side of the fabric using the folded 

pressing sheet.

2. With the printed picture or drawing 

of stepping stones, isolate 3–4 stones 

and trace them with black marker 

onto a plain sheet of paper. 

TIP: Keep the scale of the quilt in mind when 
choosing the size and number of stones. The 
stones in the foreground should be larger 
than the stones in the background. The path 
fabric will be trimmed later to fit the shape 
of a path.

3. Using a lightbox or window, place 

the drawn stones under the fused 

fabric and trace the stones onto 

the fabric using the erasable fabric 

marker. Draw lines along the 

stepping stones to represent the 

edges of a gravel path. This is your 

path template.

4. Use the path template to cut batting 

1/2" smaller than the path. 

5. Center the batting on the fused side 

of the path fabric and fuse, using the 

pressing sheet. Place the path onto 

the quilt top. Fuse.

6. Cut a piece of fusible stabilizer 1/2" 

larger, all around, than the path 

template. 

7. Fuse the shiny side of the stabilizer 

to the back of the felt in the area you 

have placed the path. 

NOTE: This will reinforce the path when 
thread sketching, preventing the fabric from 
drawing in and puckering.

8. Free-motion thread sketch densely 

with variegated thread and a zigzag 

pattern to create the path’s ‘gravel’ 

around each stepping stone. The 

batting will provide a raised, 

trapunto-like effect on each of the 

stepping stones.

Add cheesecloth layers
1. Cut the dyed cheesecloth pieces in 

half diagonally.

Quilting Arts TV
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2. Cover the area from the horizon 

down and around the path with 

brown cheesecloth, manipulating it 

into shape, to represent dirt. Overlap 

the edges of the path slightly. Add 

green cheesecloth below the path and 

dirt to represent grass. 

3. With a hand-stitching needle and 

matching floss, come up through 

the back of the quilt base into the 

cheesecloth. Gather some of the 

cheesecloth horizontally into a 

pucker and bring the needle back 

down close to the point of emergence, 

holding the puckered fabric in 

place. Stitch every 1"–2" until the 

cheesecloth is secured to the quilt 

base in the shape you desire.

Embellish the garden
When stitching flowers, start at the 

horizon. Flowers along the horizon or in 

the background look smaller, and flowers 

in the forefront look larger. As you stitch, 

some flowers will overlap each other. 

1. To thread a needle with silk ribbon, 

cut the end of the ribbon at a 

diagonal and put that end through 

the eye of a milliners #3 needle. 

2. Pull through until the tip of the 

needle can pierce the ribbon 1/4" from 

end. Insert the needle.

3. Grip the long end of the ribbon, 

before it goes through the needle eye, 

and pull gently to secure the short 

end.

4. Tie a knot at the other end of the 

ribbon.

5. Create stitched silk ribbon flowers to 

your heart’s content.

NOTE: There are many stitch reference books 
and too many stitches to mention here. 
For video tutorials on several stitches, see 
“Resources” at the end.

If desired, add beads to some of the 

blooms to give them depth using a #9 

milliners needle. 

Finish the quilt
1. Trim the base quilt, if needed, to  

71/2" x 81/2".

2. To finish using the pillowcase 

technique, place the base quilt and 

backing right sides together. Sew 

all sides with 1/4" seam allowance, 

leaving a turning gap along 1 side.

3. Clip the corners and turn right side 

out through the gap. Push out the 

corners. Turn in the edges of the 

turning gap and hand sew closed.

4. Note: Use a different finishing 

technique if preferred. 

sewuniqueart.com

Resources
Silk ribbon embroidery stitches
sewuniqueart.com > video tutorials

Silk ribbon
threadart.com

Variegated thread 
ylicorp.com

Quilting Arts TV
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InstructIons
1. Cut a 48" length of silk sari ribbon. 

NOTE: For a larger bead, cut a longer length. 
The size of the bead also depends partly on 
how tightly you wrap the silk ribbon, and 
how much you embellish it with the thread. 

2. Cut a 24" length of hand quilting 

thread. This thread has to be strong, as 

you will be wrapping it tightly around 

the silk. Thread the embroidery needle 

with this thread and knot the end 

before doing the next step. (You’ll have 

your hands full!)

3. Starting at one end of the silk sari 

ribbon, wrap it several times around 

one finger, then pull it off and wrap 

around the other way. Fold it in half, 

and continue wrapping around in 

different directions to make a nicely 

shaped sphere. It’s easier to start with 

the ribbon folded up and narrow, and 

then open it up to a wider ribbon as 

the bead gets bigger. 

TIP: If you run out of ribbon and want a 
bigger bead, simply hold the end of the 
ribbon down while you start with another 
piece and keep wrapping. 

4. When the bead is the size you want, 

fold under the end of the ribbon and 

hold the bead tightly so it doesn’t 

unravel. 

5. Tack the end of the ribbon down with 

the quilting thread, tucking the knot 

inside the fold so it doesn’t show. 

(figure 1)

Sari Silk Beads
by Susan Brubaker Knapp

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com

Materials
• Silk sari ribbon (I used blue/

purple.)

• Hand quilting thread (I used 

blue.)

• Perle cotton size 3 (I used pink/

orange variegated.)

• Perle cotton size 8 (I used beige.)

• Jeweler’s pliers or needle-nose 

pliers

• Embroidery needles

• Small sharp scissors

• Fabric cutting mat or kitchen 

cutting board

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp 

Silk sari ribbon is strips of old silk saris that are 

hand-torn and sewed together to form a continuous 

skein. You can use it in a variety of projects—

knitting, crocheting, weaving, or making jewelry. I’ve had 

a skein in my craft materials bin for ages, but was waiting 

for my muse to awaken and tell me what to make with it. 

These beads are fun to create and embellish, and a string of 

them makes an original necklace.  

Figure 1
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6. Wrap the thread around the bead 

tightly and back to where you started 

and take a securing stitch. Wrap 

tightly again in a slightly different 

direction and take a securing stitch 

each time you come back to where 

you started. 

NOTE: If you just wrap and don’t take a 
securing stitch, the thread will slip off the 
bead. 

7.  To go in a different direction, go 

slightly past where you started, take 

a securing stitch, and then wrap the 

next time perpendicular to the last 

wrap. The goal is to hold down the 

loose bits of ribbon and to add color. 

8. When you get near the end of the 

thread, knot the thread and tuck it 

under an edge of the ribbon and then 

push the needle through the bead and 

cut off the tail. (figure 2)

Figure 2
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NOTE: If your hands are not strong enough 
to push the needle through, position the 
needle in the bead going the direction you 
want it to go, and place the bead on a cutting 
mat or cutting board with the needle on the 
mat. Push down on the bead, taking care not 
to stick yourself with the needle as it comes 
out the other end. When you have to push 
the needle all the way through the bead, or 
once the bead is tightly compacted after it is 
wrapped, you might need the pliers to pull 
the needle through. 

9. Cut a 24" piece of perle cotton 

number 3, and repeat this wrapping 

process described above. (figure 3)

10.  Cut an 18" piece of perle cotton 

number 8, and use it to secure the 

intersections in the perle cotton 

(the places where strands cross) by 

stitching little Xs across the threads. 

You can do this in a neat, deliberate 

way, or you can make it random and 

a bit messy—whichever suits your 

aesthetic.  

(figure 4)

11. Use the beads to make a necklace, or to 

create an embellishment. (figure 5) 

bluemoonriver.com

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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For this project, I decided to piece 

improvisationally and to look for and 

take advantage of the patterns in my 

resist-dyed fabrics. I dug through my 

indigo-dyed scrap basket and pulled a 

few pieces that inspired me. I then pulled 

other indigo-dyed fabric in values from 

light to dark plus some solid-like scraps 

of a few other hues (in this case, purple 

and chartreuse) to add some contrast in 

both hue and value to the indigo range. 

I then closed up the scrap bin to work 

with what I had pulled out—no going 

back for more fabric!—as an additional 

challenge. Now, on to sewing.

InstructIons
1. Chose 2 pieces of fabric about 12" 

square that have simple and dramatic 

angled, linear patterns.

NOTE: I used a white with a few blue lines and 
a blue with a few white lines. I really liked how 
they both had open areas for free-motion 
machine sketching (coming up in a later step).

Improv Quilting
by Candy Glendening

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• 5–8 large scraps 

(approximately 6"–12" on a 

side) of indigo-dyed fabric 

with different patterns

• 2–3 different values of indigo-

dyed fabric with no patterning

• 2–3 other hues that contrast 

with the indigo blue (In my 

sample, I used purple and 

chartreuse.)

• Backing

• Batting

• Binding

• Sewing machine with free-

motion capabilities

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Candy Glendening

As a quilter who works exclusively with fabric I 

dye myself, I often find myself with scraps in my 

scrap baskets that have interesting patterns. They 

get buried underneath other scraps as I continue to dye 

new fabrics, but inspiration is buried in the depths of those 

scrap baskets. What to do with all these scraps—make a 

quilt, of course!

Create Artful  
Improv Blocks

Use the dyed fabric to inspire your 
design. Here are suggestions of what I 
used in this quilt.

Block 1: I had a piece of dyed fabric 
that reminded me of flower petals. 
Actually, this is a favorite resist-
dyeing technique I use that creates 
what I call “cotton blossoms.” I really 
wanted to use this fabric so I decided 
to cut out some ‘petals’ and piece 
them with purple triangles to make a 
flower. I added more purple triangles 
to create a square block and then 
bordered it with purple strips.

Block 2: To add a pop of color and 
some ‘weight’ to the bottom left of 
the quilt top, I pieced some ‘stems’ of 
chartreuse, purple, and a solid dark 
indigo and surrounded them with a 
medium/medium-dark value piece 
of highly textured indigo, creating a 
block about the same width as the 
white with blue piece above it.

Quilting Arts TV
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2. Use a design wall or work surface 

to begin assembling a composition. 

Place the 2 squares away from each 

other.

3. Consider what pieced blocks to add. 

Make 2 pieced blocks and add them 

to the design wall.

4. Assess what to add to the 

composition. For example, I added 

a dark piece with a roof-like dyed 

element to the top left. The bottom 

right needed a similar dark piece, 

which I balanced with a little 

chartreuse, and sewed to 2 sides of 

the blue square with white.

5. Add additional light or medium 

value pieces to the composition. I 

had 2 pieces of arashi-dyed fabric 

that echoed the visual movement 

from upper left to lower right and fit 

well down the center.

6. To enlarge the purple triangle 

block, I used a light-medium value 

solid blue. This also gives the eye a 

place to rest and helps balance the 

composition.

7. Sew the blocks in columns to create 

the quilt top.

8. Layer the quilt top with batting and 

backing. Baste. Quilt and thread 

sketch as desired.

This small ‘sketch’ of a quilt helped me 

work through some things I have been 

thinking of and was a great way to use 

up some scraps. Next up for me is to 

work on that flower bud idea, and more 

free-motion machine quilting with blue/

purple variegated thread on top of light 

fabrics! 

candiedfabrics.com

Quilting Tips
Here’s how Candy completed this quilt.

• Begin with simple stitching in the ditch using a walking foot along the main 
pieces to keep the whole piece together. I also used the walking foot to 
straight line quilt along the ‘roof’ (top left) and the stems (bottom left). 

NOTE: I quilted additional stems within the pieced stems.

• Switching to the free-motion foot and lowering the feed dogs, I free-motion 
machine-sketched an indigo plant in both of the main fabric squares; I used 
white thread on the blue, and a variegated blue/purple on the white. 

TIP: What I call ‘free-motion machine-sketching’ is very similar to free-motion 
machine quilting: feed dogs down, free-motion foot, needle going fast, and 
hands moving slow. The difference is when I’m sketching, I am retracing my 
stitches and trying to miss on purpose; this took some practice after years of 
trying to follow lines exactly. What I’m trying to emphasize is although I’m 
using a machine, the process is still created by my hands not a computer. I love 
the beautiful imperfection of a strong line that is created by drawing it over 
and over—but my ‘pencil’ is the sewing machine.

• I finished the quilting with more free-motion quilting using a subtle, 
variegated denim-color thread to add some texture; I echoed the arashi 
texture up the center, quilted a big fluffy flower on top of my purple flower, 
added some leaves to the sky around the flower and a fun angular pattern to 
the dark blue/chartreuse frame. 
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InstructIons
1. Stack 10–12 fabric rectangles neatly, 

with edges aligned. You’ll either want 

one of each color of the selected fabric 

or multiples of each color if you’re using 

a limited palette. Double-check that all 

fabrics are right-side up. The stacking 

order isn’t critical. 

TIP: Don’t stack more than a dozen fabrics at a 
time. Make additional stacks as needed.

2. With the long edge facing you and using 

a ruler, cut soft angles along the stack, 

keeping the stack as steady as possible 

to minimize shifting. Vary the angle and 

width of the cuts as you go along. Cut 

most wider than 1/2" to ensure the wedges 

don’t all finish as points. 

Compositional Piecing
by Vivien Zepf

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com  

Materials
• 12–24 (8" x 12") fabric 

rectangles

Optional

• 2 framing squares (DIY 

option: Cut a large 

picture frame mat into 2 

L-shapes.)

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Vivien Zepf

I was searching for a way to create the appearance of 

movement in my work because I was unsuccessful 

with curved and freehand cut projects. What if I could 

expand on strip piecing techniques? Strip piecing is often 

associated with geometric constructions. But I discovered 

that compositional strip piecing—which relies on strips cut 

at soft angles—could create visual movement that appears 

more organic and fluid than might be expected from 

straight edges. The results are surprisingly versatile and can 

be used to create dynamic borders, backgrounds, and full 

compositions.

Tips on Fabrics
• Any tightly woven fabric will do. 

I’ve used cottons, faux leather, and 
upholstery samples with success. Tulle, 
organza, and lightweight silks are not 
recommended.

• Select fabric based on your project 
goals. For example, if you plan to create 
a piece inspired by nature, you’ll want 
to use a palette of colors that represent 
that landscape. If, however, you’re 
interested in a bold graphic design, 
a limited color range might be more 
appropriate. 

• Similar weight fabrics that can be 
pressed with the same iron setting will 
work together best.

• In the featured project, I used 10–12 
medium and dark fabrics for the center 
of the quilt, 6–8 light-colored sky fabrics, 
and 4–6 earth-colored fabrics. Stack and 
cut groups of fabrics like these separately.
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TIP: It’s best to do the cutting close to the 
sewing area or on a cutting mat that can be 
placed close by so the stacked wedges don’t 
get shuffled.

3. Separate the stacked wedges so you 

have distinct piles. It’s important to 

keep them in the cutting order so 

the angles will match up for piecing.

4. Select a fabric from the first wedge 

pile and a different fabric from the 

second. Sew the wedges together, 

remembering to offset the pieces 

slightly before sewing so that they 

will be aligned and lie flat when 

open. Press carefully toward the 

second fabric. Try not to pull and 

distort the seam. 

TIP: Pressing toward the most recent wedge 
means there will be occasions when the prior 
seam allowance is captured by a new seam. 
This adds a little bulk but also adds stability 
along the edges. 

5. Continue sewing wedges together 

(sew a fabric from stack 3 to fabric 

2; from stack 4 to fabric 3, etc.) 

randomly or deliberately, depending 

on the project needs. Press after 

every seam. 

6. A complete segment includes 1 of 

each of the wedges. Trim the edges 

of each completed segment to clean 

up thread and misaligned wedges. 

7. Create additional segments. Avoid 

selecting similar fabric combinations 

(we can all be lured by favorites) 

to achieve the most random color 

effect. The number of finished 

segments should equal the number 

of pieces of fabric originally used for 

the stack.

8. When several segments have been 

sewn, begin to arrange them into a 

composition. This is a fun time to 

play and experiment. For example, 

what you thought would work as 

water might look better as the sky, 

or vice versa. Consider varying the 

width of the segments as well. 

TIP: Use a framing square to help clarify the 
composition. This is particularly useful if 
you’re creating abstracted landscapes.

9. If necessary, make additional 

segments and add completed 

segments to the arrangement.

10. When you are satisfied with the 

composition, cut segments to size (if 

applicable) and sew together. 

TIP: I use a walking foot to assemble the 
quilt top. This helps manage all the seams 
that, at this point, are likely going in different 
directions.

11. Layer the quilt top, batting, and 

backing. Quilt as desired. 

vivienzepf.com
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InstructIons
1. Cut the envelope open so it lays flat. 

2. Choose whether you want a smooth 

or a textured finish. For a smooth 

finish, move on to the next step. If a 

textured finish is desired, wad up the 

envelope and then smooth it out. 

3. Cover a work surface with the plastic 

sheeting. Place the Tyvek envelope, 

inside facing up, on the protected 

work surface. Paint the envelope with 

the first color; for a more blended 

look, blot excess paint from the 

brush onto a paper towel and move 

immediately to the second paint 

color. Blend the paints where the 

colors meet. If desired, add a third 

color.

4. After the paint is dry, turn the Tyvek 

over and paint with at least 1 of the 

colors on the reverse side. Allow to 

dry.

NOTE: This will cover the edges and 
underside; if an edge turns up after being 
secured to the quilt it will not be white. 

5. Trace leaf shapes onto the finished 

side of the envelope with permanent 

marker. Take care to incorporate any 

folds or creases on the envelope into 

the design; for example, place fold 

line where a center vein line would 

be, not cutting across the leaf. 

6. Thread the machine with 

coordinating thread and matching 

bobbin. Use free-motion stitch with 

feed dogs up. 

Designing with Painted Tyvek 
by Lauretta Crites

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Tyvek envelope 

• Plastic sheeting

• Acrylic paint, 2–3 colors (I 

used Jacquard® Lumiere® 

metallic paint.) 

• Paintbrushes

• Paper for stabilizing (I use a 

very lightweight copy paper or 

tracing paper.) 

• Leaves—draw your own 

templates or trace real leaves 

• Black permanent marker fine 

point (not extra fine, I use 

Sharpie or Bic Mark-it.)

• Sewing machine with free-

motion capability 

• Sewing machine needles, 

smallest size possible for your 

thread size and larger size for 

stitching leaves onto quilt

• Nearly finished quilt ready for 

embellishment 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Lauretta Crites

One of the wonderful things about painted Tyvek 

is you can stitch it in strategic ways to create 

dimensional embellishments. I have created 

wonderful leaves and seaweed with depth and movement 

by stitching them only on the vein lines, allowing the edges 

to raise up and add dimension. Sometimes, I sew painted 

Tyvek items down all around the edges and let the texture 

created by scrunching and painting be the primary design 

element. You can use flat or metallic acrylic paints to get 

different effects from fish scales to paper to distressed 

armor. Since Tyvek doesn’t fray it can be used in myriad 

ways, mimicking all sorts of materials.
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7. Without cutting leaves apart, take the traced sheet to the 

sewing machine. Practice stitching on a waste area of 

the envelope first to determine if the machine will sew 

smoothly or if stabilizing paper is needed. If so, place paper 

under to stabilize, and stitch around the edge of the leaf 

about 1⁄8" in from the drawn line. Stitch vein lines as well. 

TIP: If you want bolder lines, sew over the stitched lines a second 
time for more texture and line weight. Keep in mind, however, you 
will be sewing over some of the lines again when you attach the 
leaves to the quilt.

8. Cut out the stitched leaves on or just inside the lines. 

NOTE: These embellishments are for quilts that will not be washed. 
They should be sewn to the quilt as a last or nearly last step as they 
cannot be ironed. Tyvek will melt if touched by a hot iron or other heat 
tool. 

9. To attach to the finished quilt, pin a leaf to the quilt, taking 

care in the pin placement. Pin through the stitches you 

already made since new holes will be permanent. Sew onto 

the quilt using the same thread used earlier. If you want the 

leaves more dimensional, stitch only on the vein lines. 

laurettacrites.com
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InstructIons
Indigo dye can be recovered from the leaves 

of indigofera tinctoria, through a rather 

lengthy process that involves a very strong 

base (lye) that requires careful handling. 

However, indigo can be manufactured and 

purchased in a pre-reduced form. This dye 

has already been chemically processed 

down to a state in which it is water-soluble, 

so it is a safer and easier product to work 

with. Instead of having to add a harsh base, 

such as lye, it only needs a mild one, soda 

ash, to complete the process—along with 

a reducing agent that will remove most 

of the oxygen from the vat, which causes 

the dyebath to change from blue to yellow 

green. In this state, the liquid will penetrate 

the fabric placed in the dyebath; as soon as 

the fabric is removed from the vat, it begins 

to oxidize within the fabric and returns to 

its original blue color. Once this happens, 

all the indigo that has penetrated the fibers 

will remain permanently. The process 

happens quickly, with not very much 

hands-on time, making it an ideal process 

for a busy textile artist.

The patterning illustrated in this article 

is called itajime, a sub-set of the larger class 

of shaped-resist dyeing known as shibori. 

“Shaped-resist” indicates that the fabric 

is manipulated in some manner and then 

a physical resistance is applied, allowing 

some areas of the fabric to resist being dyed, 

while other areas absorb the dye. The color 

difference between these two areas becomes 

the pattern. 

Itajime patterns start with a set of folds 

that reduce the fabric to a small bundle 

that will then be enclosed between a pair 

of shapes of identical sizes. Several bulldog 

clamps, C-clamps, or rubber bands 

compress the shapes, squeezing the folded 

fabric. The fabric underneath the clamped 

shapes will be light blue or white because it 

will resist the dye.

Indigo Itajime 
An ancient art with a modern feel
by Candy Glendening

Sponsored by Bernina of America; Reliable Irons; AQS QuiltWeek, Paducah, Kentucky; 

C+T Publishing; Dharma Trading Co.; eQuilter.com 

Materials
• Indigo Dye Kit (See Resources)

• Fat quarters of PFD (prepared-

for-dyeing) cotton

• 5-gallon bucket with lid

• Container wide and deep 

enough to easily place 

clamped fabric bundle 

(dishpan size or larger)

• Long stirring stick (a paint 

stirrer from a hardware store 

works well)

• Long gloves

• Pairs of similar-sized pieces of 

wood, such as furring strips, 

garden stakes, or chopsticks

• Clothespins 

• Small and large bulldog 

or C-clamps

• Floor covering if working 

inside

Optional

• Clothesline

•  Skimming tool, such as a 

slotted spoon 

Host Susan Brubaker Knapp with Candy Glendening

Indigo is both a color (deep blue) and a type of natural 

dye called a “vat dye.” Although you and I may think 

the term “vat” refers to a big vessel that one puts 

dye and cloth into—it is actually a term that applies to a 

specific type of dye, indigo being the best example.  

Vat dyes are molecules that can’t dissolve in water until 

they have been “reduced” (a chemical term that refers 

to the loss of oxygen) in the presence of a base. When 

this happens, the molecule changes its shape/color and 

becomes soluble in water. Once soluble, the dye can 

penetrate fibers, and then when it becomes exposed to 

oxygen, that molecule changes back to its insoluble form/

color, and becomes stuck in the fiber.

CAUTION: All supplies 
and tools must be dedicated 

to non-food use. 
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InstructIons
Prepare the vat
1. Following the manufacturer’s 

instructions, prepare your indigo vat. 

Do this at least 1 hour before dyeing, 

although the day before is ideal. With 

a cover on the vat to minimize the 

oxygen exposure to the dye, the vat 

will remain active for weeks if your 

dyeing plans get pushed back. 

2. Gently move the vat to your dyeing 

location at least 15 minutes before 

dyeing, to allow for any sediment that 

may have been stirred up to return to 

the bottom of the bucket.

Prepare the fabric
1. Fold each piece of fabric into a 

rectangle, using a fan-fold method. In 

this way, the edges of fabric created 

will have equal exposure to the dye. 

2. Fold the rectangle into its final shape 

by starting at one of the short edges 

and fan-fold that long rectangle into a 

square, rectangle, or triangle. (figure 1)

3. Gently immerse the fabric bundles in 

water. Remove the bundle onto a flat 

surface and press out the excess water. 

Repeat with each bundle until they are 

all damp. 

4. Clamp the bundles by either clipping 

clothespins or smaller clamps around 

the exterior bundle or align a pair of 

resist items (such as 2 pieces of wood) 

on the top and bottom of your bundle. 

Clamp the resists to securely enclose 

the bundle. Either use a few large 

clamps or rubber bands at each end 

of the resist where it meets the fabric 

bundle. (figure 2)

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Time to dye
1. Remove the lid of the bucket and 

skim off any blue crystals or foam that 

has collected on the surface. Reserve 

this and place it in a small container 

to return to the vat at the end of the 

dyeing session.

NOTE: This is oxidized indigo that won’t 
penetrate and dye your fabric. Returning it 
to the vat will give it a chance to become 
reduced and dye fabric in a later session. 

2. Wearing gloves, submerge 1 bundle 

under the surface of the dye bath. 

Gently massage the bundle and ‘riffle’ 

the folded edges of the bundle for 30 

seconds to a minute. This encourages 

the reduced indigo to penetrate 

through the layers of the folded cloth. 

3. Remove the bundle, and gently 

squeeze any excess liquid back into 

the bucket while the bundle is just 

above the surface of the vat. Mixing, 

agitation, and drips all introduce 

oxygen into the vat; the less this 

happens, the more indigo remains 

reduced and ready to dye more fabric.

4. Set the dyed bundle aside to oxidize. 

You will see it turn from yellow green 

to deep blue over a period of about 

20 minutes. (figures 3a-3d) Separate 

the folds occasionally over this time, 

allowing the inner surfaces of the 

fabric to oxidize as well. 

NOTE: I used a pair of chopsticks on either side 
of a bundle—I found a single chopstick didn’t 
provide enough force to resist the indigo.

5. Once oxidized, rinse the bundles by 

dipping them into a bucket of clean 

water and re-dye in the indigo vat. I 

usually dip fabric at least twice, and 

as the dye bath weakens I’ll increase 

both the number and length of dips to 

continue achieving a deep blue. 

6. After the final dip, wait at least 20 

minutes for the indigo to oxidize, and 

rinse it 1 last time in a bucket of water. 

Remove the clamps and unfold the 

fabric. The entire piece of fabric will 

continue to oxidize over the next few 

minutes. 

7. Hang the fabrics to dry on a clothesline 

or place them on a covered floor. 

8. When the fabrics are totally oxidized, 

rinse them again in cold running water. 

9. Wash the fabrics in a washing machine 

on the delicate cycle using a gentle 

detergent that doesn’t contain bleach. 

(A small amount of dishwashing liquid 

will also work.) Dry them in the dryer 

and then enjoy your beautiful fabric. 

10. To use your vat another day, first 

return the skimmed blue crystals to 

the vat by dipping the container 

holding them into your vat and stir 

them gently into the yellow-green 

solution. Cover the bucket and use 

this vat again and again. You should 

always test the vat with a small scrap 

of fabric before beginning another 

dyeing session—when the liquid is no 

longer yellow/green and the test fabric 

is no longer blue, pour the contents of 

the bucket down the drain. 

Candiedfabrics.com

Resources
Indigo Dye Kits
dharmatrading.com

Figure 3a

Figure 3c

Figure 3b

Figure 3d
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